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"1 followed
the MSO's
and bought
Oak:'

"With Oak, Iknow I'm getting my money's worth:'
Bill knows he could buy less expensive CATV converters.
but he also knows they could cost him more in the long run.
You can't buy amore cost-effective converter than Oak.
MSO's and hundreds of small system operators like Bill know
that Oak offers unmatched quality and service.
All Oak products are designed, built and inspected by Oak
people in company-owned facilities. Our investment in production facilities and skilled people is asymbol of the commitment we have made to our customers, to satisfy their needs: a
commitment that results in unequalled product reliability for
fewer service calls.
We back our commitment with aone-year warranty, the
best in the industry. As an added benefit, when you buy Oak
converters you'll need fewer units in inventory because
our service turnaround is fast and the completion date is
guaranteed.

Whether you are adding one channel or 35 channels, Oak
has aconverter to meet the needs of your system. The Oak
product line includes the low-cost Econo-Line Thirty,
35 channel Trimline FT, and 35 channel Trimline with AFC.
To request more details on these and other Oak converters,
call our Locator Operator toll-free at 800-323-6556 (in Illinois
call 800-942-6345) and ask for the CATV information desk.

IMI
Communications
Inc.
Crystal Lake, Wino's 60014

Telephone 815/459-5000

CATV
Division
TVVX: 910•634-3353

A Top Engineer...
On Fused Disc Cable

Bob Bilodeau, Vice President, Engineering
for Suburban Cablevision of East Orange,
New Jersey had this to say in arecent letter
to us:
"...our use of General Cable's Fused Disc is
based on its electrical properties and its
installation handling characteristics.
"Since June, 1975, I've used Fused Disc to
construct nearly 1,000 miles of dual trunk
cable system. Neither Suburban, nor our
contractors have experienced any mechanical difficulties with underground or aerial
placement.

amplifier spacing (electronics density) and
the parameters of power supply per mile
of plant.
"I plan to continue constructing with Fused
Disc cable for the remaining 1,600 miles of
ourfranchised northern New Jersey area."
Suburban Cablevision is the largest CATV
company in New Jersey and has recently
connected its 60,000th subscriber. Our
successes are mutual.

"Additionally, we are able to take advantage
of the lower attenuation characteristics and
lower loop resistance properties in terms of

eneral
A Division of GK Technologies Incorporated

Customer Service Center. 800-526-4241, 201-636-5500 (From NJ)
CATV Products Operation, General Cable Division, 1Woodbridge Center. P.O. Box 700. WoDdbridge, NJ 07095

When Quality Counts. .

3

...count onui
ELECTRONICS, INC
A

PRODUCT

RMS ELECTRONICS, INC.
50 ANTIN PLACE
BRONX, N.Y. 10462
CALL COLLECT (212) 892-1000

Canada RepPesentative: Deskin Sales Corp.,
-

-

AND WE CAN DELIVER IMMEDIATELY

,RMS

Electronics Incorporated 1977
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WASHINGTON, D.C. — A test of wills has been averted by
the rescheduling of the National Cable Television Association's 1980 convention from its original April dates to May 1821. The rescheduling resolves a conflict with the National
Association of Broadcasters, who switched NAB convention
dates from late March to April 13-16.

WASHINGTON, D.C. — The FCC has expanded the number
of frequencies available for use in the cable television relay
service (CARS) from 12.7-12.95 GHz to 12.7-13.20 GHz,
which puts CARS on a shared, co-equal and primary basis
with TV auxiliaries. The exception, 13.15 GHz to 13.2 GHz, is
reserved for electronic news gathering and mobile use.

CRED

News
at a
Glance

The commission has also proposed similar technical
standards for equipment used in CARS and in the TV
auxiliary broadcast service; proposed type acceptance for
transmitting equipment used by TV auxiliaries operating in
the A, B and D bands; and antenna performance standards
for CARS and TV auxiliaries in the 12.3-13.25 GHz frequency
band. (See page 20.)

NEW YORK, NEW YORK — With no transponder space left
on Satcom III, program suppliers are moving enmasse to
procure transponders on the second RCA satellite to serve
the cable industry. Reliable sources indicate that already
seven transponders have been leased for Satcom Iwhen
existing cable traffic moves to Satcom III this December.
Availability of attractive cable program services on two
satellites signals the start of an industry-wide move to install
a second earth station.

WASHINGTON, D.C. — The FCC has begun an inquiry into
television waveform standards for horizontal and vertical
blanking intervals to assist it in considering a course of
action for dealing with problems encountered by the
broadcast industry concerning compliance with these
standards. (See page 24.)

LAS VEGAS, NEVADA — Frank J. Blas has received NCTA's
engineering award for Outstanding Achievement in Operations at this year's NCTA show. Sharing the honors is
Michael F. Jeffers, who received NCTA's engineering award
for Outstanding Achievement in Development. (See page
24).

WASHINGTON, D.C. — The Federal Communications
Commission has denied apetition by the Atlantic Research
Corporation of Alexandria, Virginia, for amendment of the
rules to permit the transmission of digitally coded program
related information in the visible portion of broadcast
television signals. (See page 24.)

CommunicetIons-EnglneerIng Digest (USPS 330-510) is published for the
Society of Cable Television Engineers by Titsch Publishing, Inc., 1139
Delaware Plaza, P.O. Box 4305, Denver, CO 80204.© July 1979. Subscription
price: 1year, $15.00. Canada and Mexico add $5.00, and foreign subscriptions
add $10.00 per year. Controlled circulation paid at Denver, Colorado.
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Editor's Letter

W

ell folks, we've survived another NCTA convention, and what a
convention! The cable industry has never looked healthier, as evidenced by the amount of traffic and orders written at, and after, the show.
This year's show featured another technological "first" for cable—a live,
two-way conversation with President Carter. See our satellite section,
beginning on page 63.
Also announced at the convention was the expansion, by the FCC, of
the CARS band frequencies from 12.7-12.95 GHz to 12.7-13.20 GHz. This
now puts CARS on a shared, co-equal ard primary basis with TV
auxiliaries.
Congratulations to Frank Bias and Mike Jeffers, two industry
professionals who received this year's NCTA engineering awards.
Finally, we offer C-ED's semi-annual Tech Review. Our review features
the multitude of equipment displayed at the NCTA convention. In addition
to the new products unveiled at the show, we have included top-of-the-line
equipment from major manufacturers. The review starts on page 29.
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Lean on the leader to keep ahead
«:

MICROWAVE -

HUGHES icommumumons

LJ

PRODUCTS

Call our service number anytime,
day or night (213)534-2170.

The cart on the left contains a
Hughes AML receiver, all you
need for a 12-channel microwave system. The other two
carts hold the receivers and
modulators needed at each
receive site for aconventional
12-channel FM system.
Hughes AML gives you better
reliability and lower maintenance costs, plus lower initial
cost. And you can expand the
system up to 40 channels per
receiver with no cost or work
at the receive site.
More advantages: Phase lock
operation to minimize TV cochannel interference is one.
VHF input and VHF output is
another. And the FM broadcast
band is just one channel to a
Hughes AML system.
Hughes patented AML system
was designed and optimized
specifically for CAN. It is now
in its fourth-generation delivering more than 6000 video
channels around the world.
Call or write: Hughes Microwave Communications Products,
P.O. Box 2999, Torrance,
CA 90509; (213)534-2146.
Before you fill your
shopping carts.
Hughes AML Canadian distributor:
Micro-Sat Communications. Ltd.,
975 Brock Rd. South. Pickering. Ontario.
Canada L1W3A4: (416)839-5182.

SCTE Comments

SCIt'

The Convention From There
By Robert Bilodeau, SCTE chairman

approach to the security pier hardware
gap.

CHAIRMAN
Robert D. Bilodeau
Suburban Cablevision

PRESIDENT

p

There is still the technological

eriodically, we met in the aisles of

requirement to substantially reduce

the exhibit floor, or the coffeeshop,

the penalties now paid for the mainte-

or the parking lot of the Hilton Hotel. In

nance cost of in-home devices. It is still

Harold R. Null
Storer Cable TV

each instance the question arose,

my unanswered query to minimize the

"Have you seen anything new at the

dollar exposure of system-owned

EASTERN VICE PRESIDENT

convention, technically speaking, that

hardware in subscribers homes. I

William H. Ellis
Evansville Cable TV

is?" And so, after three or four such

haven't yet seen a reasonable ap-

WESTERN VICE PRESIDENT
Richard G. Covell
Sylvania CA TV Transmission Systems

SECRETARY

chance discussions, Isearched harder,

proach to this problem. Perhaps,

asking myself the question, "What

things are going too well for those who

have Imissed?"

could, given the motivation, tackle

As a result, Ispent more time on the

such a difficult technical situation.

Kenneth S. Gunter
UA -Columbia Cablevision Inc.

floor this year than in past years — and

There was spotty concern for the

less time at other kinds of activities.

location of this year's convention.

TREASURER

This in deference of the obvious

Vendors, and those interested in tech-

Thomas A. Olson
Tomco Communications Inc.

distractions of the Las Vegas scene.

nical

Ultimately, Idid not find innovative,

dance, were concerned that the temp-

EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT
Judith Baer
Washington Office
1100 17th Street N. W., Suite 506
Washington, D.C. 20036
(202) 659-2131

REGIONAL DIRECTORS
REGION 1
Kenneth D. Wall
Western Communications Inc.

REGION 2
Richard G. Covell
Sylvania CA TV Transmission Systems

REGION 3
Michael J. Gardner
Cox Cable of Oklahoma City

REGION 4
Jerry O. Bybee
American TV & Communications Corp.

REGION 5
Ralph A. Haimowitz
Indian River Cablevision

REGION 6
James B. Grabenstein
Potomac Valley TV Cable

REGION 7
John A. Morovich
Satellite Business Systems
AT -LARGE DIRECTORS
Lawrence C. Dolan
Mid State Communications
Michael F. Jeffers
Jerrold Electronics Corp.
Martin J. Moran
Toner Cable Equipment Inc.
A. H. "Abe" Sonneschein
Hughes Microwave Communications Products

seminar atten-

technological breakthroughs — bread-

tations of the area would cut down on

board

that

attendance at floor exhibits, and so

new sources of

forth. In my estimation, this did not

or prototype devices —

promise

to

unlock

revenue. What Idid find, and happily

materialize within the technical com-

so, were measurable improvements in

munity that makes up asmall portion of

the products Ialready knew: security

the total attendance at the annual—

devices, converters, table performance,

two or three hundred diehards who

cost reduction efforts and some stan-

would go to tech sessions any time of

dard parts of the system, information

the day or night under adverse and

display systems that were finally

dissimilar environments. Most of them

realizing their program objectives,

are "technaholics." They attend the

sophistications in test equipment, and

annual, pursue their objectives and,

earth stations as common place as gas

temptation be damned, they'll be
making their usual rounds unswayed

stations. In addition, software filled the
air — everywhere.
I'm not denegrating this situation. I

by the vagaries of the moment. Ican't
change my habits overnight for a two-

find it to be consistant with other

or three-day period and quickly con-

technicians I have queried. It's a

vert back to what Iam the other 360

healthy sign. The untested and untried

plus days of the year. Perhaps that

prototypes of yesteryear that found

happens to Legionaires or merchants

their way to the convention floor to

at conventions, but certainly not to

hype sales stayed at home for properly

"our" technical group.

refinements. And why not?

It was a solid convention. As one

The industry didn't need to bear its

cable savant observed, "one for eating,

needed

future secrets to the market place! New

not for trading." It's a time when we

construction in the industry is such

don't have to live hand-to-mouth,

that virtually everybody is situated with

recoiling from one crisis to another.

a substantial backlog. It seems logical

It promises to get better before it

to me not to promote items that can't

gets worse. With the gasoline situation

be delivered, due to immaturity of the

as it is today—per capita cost of

product, when alternatively its diffi-

gasoline exceeding that of beer—the

cult at best to deliver shelf items. I

choice is obvious—stay home and
drink beer. What else but watch cable?

understand the delivery on some
items, such as set-top converters,

The summer disconnect rate should be

could be as much as one year for those

favorably reduced.

getting into line now.
Idid review at least one interesting
8 C-ED July '79

programs and

With the impact of deregulation,
proliferation of new program services,

and Chapter News
KU

ke
ne
ablei low

a recession-proof product, a bullish

cal type information, newspapers,

financial

etc., could be read to the blind audience.
If you would like to support these

market for cable, and the

confidence of knowing that the industry has arrived, next year should yield
another "solid" convention.

proposals, write NCTA or Cliff Schrock
at 2040 S.W. 187th Avenue, Aloha, Oregon 97005. In Schrock's words: "Please

SCTE Developing
Manpower Resource
WASHINGTON, D.C.—The SCTE is
developing a manpower resource pool
for graduating students wishing to
enter the technical side of the cable
television industry. SCTE is currently
polling various learning institutions
around the country and asking that
interested students forward their resumes to the organization. SCTE then
will send those resumes on to cable
operators looking for personnel.
The cost of using this SCTE Manpower Resource Pool covers the reproduction and mailing of resumes on
hand at the time of request. A one time
mailing of resumes on-hand costs
$10.00. Companies wishing to receive
all resumes accumulated by SCTE
over a 12-month period may pay an
annual fee of $75.00. Payment is
required in advance. The program will
begin August 15, 1979.
This service is available from SCTE,
1100 17th Street NW, Washington, D.C.
20036.

Special Programming
For Very Special People
WASHINGTON, D.C.—SCTE member
Cliff Schrock has been actively working
on the NCTA Committee on Services

respond. Don't wait until legislation
forces CATV to carry special programming. Let's be pioneers and do it on our
own."

SCTE Elects Covell
Western Vice President
WASHINGTON, D.C.—Harold Null,
president of the Society of Cable Television Engineers, has announced that
Richard Covell of Sylvania-CATV has
been elected SCTE western vice president, succeeding Frank Bias of Viacom. Covell is currently a director on
the SCTE board, representing Region
2.
By unanimous vote of the board,
Covell will serve in a dual role as
Region 2 director and western vice
president until the 1979 elections.
Covell will then assume the post of vice
president for the 1980 membership
year.

Dolan Appointed Chair
Of Nominations Committee
WASHINGTON, D.C.—SCTE President Harold Null, of Storer Cable TV,
has appointed Larry Dolan of Mid State
Communications and an At-large
Director of the SCTE as chair of the
1979 Nominations Committee.

for the Deaf, the Blind and the Handi-

Dolan will announce the members
to serve on this committee within the

capped, and has come up with some
proposals that need support by every-

for directors are being requested from

one involved in the communications
industry.
For the hearing impaired, (who
number over 13 million), it is proposed
that one channel be used for: nationally
distributed specialty programming

next 60 days. Meanwhile, nominations

member in good standing of SCTE and
able to participate in the
organization's
activities.
If
required, the

erated news and activities for the deaf
by the deaf; educational programs for
the deaf and interested citizens. For

support of
the member's
management

with an audio channel on a cable
system on which short stories, periodi-

TO
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MAKE
Tun
MOST
Op
Yowl
STAFF
The Society of Cable Television
Engineers announces the release
of its new publication:

Guidelines For
Employee
Management
and Personnel
Development

the membership. In order to qualify as
a nominee, the person must be a

which is usually available by tape but
needs wider distribution; locally gen-

the blind, the proposal calls for setting
aside a dedicated FM channel along

makes

centr4!

to chair

must be cleared prior to

Nominations Cornmittee.

submitting the
nomination.

Larry

Dolan

Available from:
SCTE
1100 17th Street NW
Washington, D.C. 20036

Price: $16 per copy ($5 billing charge
applicable if payment not included with
order.) Publication PD-2.
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For information on how to place a

Logan Airport Hilton Inn in Boston on
August 20-21, 1979. Table top exhibits

Earth Stations, Kenneth Gunter, UA -

name in nomination, please write to
Larry Dolan, Chair, SCTE 1979 Nomi-

will be included at this meeting. Regis-

Columbia; Satellite Networking: The
Future of Earth Station Switching, Al

nations Committee, 1100 Seventeenth
Street NW, Washington, D.C. 20036.

tration includes the sessions, workshops, and aCertificate of Completion

Davis, Home Box Office; Satellite
Applications, James Vaughn, Show-

for attendance. Advance registration is
$75.00 for SCTE members; $100.00 for

time Entertainment; Future Trends in

non-members.
Topics and panelists include Satellite Cross-Polarization, Robert Tenten,

Importance of Satellites for TV Entertainment Distribution, Isaac S. Blonder,
Blonder-Tongue Laboratories, Inc.;

Society of Cable Television Engineers

Manhattan Cable TV; Practical Construction Aspects of A TVRO, Gerald
MarneII, Douglas Communications

Johnson, Southern Satellite Systems;
and, Delivery of Multiple Premium Ser-

will hold a technical meeting at the

Corporation; Cue-Tone Switching for

vices, Terry Spearen, Suffolk Cablevi-

SCTE to Host
Meeting on Earth
Stations and Networking
BOSTON,

MASSACHUSETTS—The

Satellites, George Bell, Microdyne;

Maximizing Satellite Capacity, Shaun

sion, Inc.

Six oodr
the Sawyer Se
is the world
CATV standb

swhy
s-3000
Inest
upply.
1.

Compact
design.

Up to 1000 VA
output with 90%
efficiency — in a
31 x 13 x 15 inch
package.

Modularity.

Easy-to-remove
modules.

Reliability.
Environmentally
tested.
Operating temperature -40F
to +140F.

Corn plete
accessibility.
With isolated
battery compartment.

Featured luncheon speakers will be
Danny Cornett of Scientific-Atlanta
who will provide an overview of satellite technology and Edward A. Eagan,
Eagan & Associates, who will speak
about pay-programming options.
Hotel reservations must be made
directly with the Logan Airport Hilton
Inn at (617) 569-9300. Program registrations and request for further information should be directed to SCTE at
(202) 659-2131.

Guidelines Published by SCTE
For Employee Management
WASHINGTON, D.C.—The SCTE has
released the first in a series of guideline publications: "Guidelines for Employee Management and Personnel
Development" (PD-2). The book contains twelve chapters of information
researched, compiled and edited by
SCTE, along with checklists, questionnaires, a report on past CATV industry
manpower studies, and projections of
manpower requirements through 1988.
SCTE, currently the largest membership organization representing the
cable television industry, has released
this guideline publication to promote
good management practices and encourage professionalism in employee
supervision and management. Basic
job specifications and descriptions for
engineering and technical personnel

Lightning- surge
protection.

Heavy duty.
Heavy-gauge steel,
double-locked
enclosure.

All units available in pedestal
or pole mount. Send for complete
data on Sawyer's sensational new
Series-3000.

their own particular needs.
"Guidelines for Employee Management and Personnel Development"

a

er

Sawyer I
ndustries, 5649 Peck Road, Arcadia, CA 91006 —(213) 442-5981
10 C-ED July '79

are included as a guide for individual
managers in developing such tools for

(PD-2) is a copyrighted publication of
SCTE. It is available for $16.00 a copy
by ordering from SCTE, 1100 17th
Street NW, Washington, D.C. 20036. A
$5.00 billing charge is applicable if
payment is not included with the
publication order.

MICROWAVE
MEASUREMENTS MADE EASY!

TVRO

CARS

Texscan's microwave down converter permits measurement in the MDS (2.1 GHZ) TVRO (3.7 GHZ) and
CARS (12.7 GHZ) band with existing VHF test equipment. Spectrum analysis, signal strength and even
microwave sweeping are possible with the MDC-3.
Available as an option are three bandpass filters which
speed and simplify the measurement process. The filter
kit is required for sweep operation. The MDC-3 has a
calibrated insertion loss and adjustable local oscillator
for each band. Other frequencies are available.

Tencan

TEXSCAN CORP.: 2446 N. Shadeland, Indianapolis, Indiana 46219, (317) 357-8781, TWX 810-341-3184
THETA COM: 2960 Grand, Phoenix, Arizona 85017, P.O. Box 27548, 85061, (602) 252-5021, (800) 528-4066 TWX: 910-951-1399
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We want to thank all of you who
stopped by our booth in Las Vegas. In
fact, thanks amillion for helping us to
add over amillion dollars in Earth Station package orders. Proof again, that
Gardiner's breakthrough of alower
cost, high quality Earth Station Package is what you, the operators have
been asking for.
If you haven't looked into the
Gardiner turnkey offering, please
call today. Gardiner's complete turnkey package includes delivery by an
experienced project foreman assuring you of aspeedy, professional
installation and activation.
Gardiner's package includes afull
5-meter AFC prime focus antenna,
dual feed and mount. An Avantek or
SCI 120°K LNA. A Microdyne or SCI
single channel field tunable receiver.
Quality cables and connectors. And
delivery and installation.
Gardiner makes it easy for you.
Of course you can shop for individual
components and put the system together yourself. But you can have
Gardiner do it all for you and probably

Gardiner. Call now and prove to yourself how easy and economical it is
using the Gardiner single channel
earth station equipment package —
now only $10,500.
Get the facts on CHANNELCUEe

save significant money too! Gardiner's experience will save your time
and minimize the possibility of mistakes. You have the benefit of Gardiner's huge purchasing power
which assures you the finest service.
All you have to do is select the site.
If you haven't ordered, get the facts
today — Call (713) 961-7348 and ask
for Don Meyers, Phyllis Thompson,
Bill Kassemos, Wally Briscoe or Cliff

CHANNELCUE is aprogrammable
tone and time switcher. It is designed
to prevent unauthorized carriage of
programming from earth station
transponders and to provide switching and substitute programming for
network nonduplication and syndicated exclusivity protection.

FOR DETAILS
Call (713) 961-7348
Don Meyers
PhyllisThompson
Bill Kassemos
Wally Briscoe
Cliff Gardiner

GARDINER
COMMUNICATIONS
CORPORATION

Gardiner Communications/1980 South Post Oak Road/Suite 2040/Houston, Texas 77056

1600 CCD Time Base Corrector

One of the Smartest
Buys You'll Ever Make
The MICROTIME 1600 CCD Time Base Corrector
will provide you with the reliability and
performance you need at the lowest cost available.
For your field production, news, or 3/
4"lock-tohouse-sync applications, the 1600 is an
indespensible yet affordable addition. For
broadcast, educational, or industrial video systems,
the 1600 combines lightweight and low power
consumption with features that optimize the
playback of U-Matic and professional portable
equipment. The 1600 ensures stable performance
with 3/
4"V-Lock VTRs in either the standalone
heterodyne or VTR 3.58 MHz subcarrier feedback

mode. Auto Track 2TM automatically assures
correct vertical blanking.
Standard 55 dB signal/noise ratio, 4 H-line
correction range, average velocity correction and
available Image-Ex TM processing provide
sharpened picture detail, video noise reduction,
and correction of time base errors for acleaner,
more stable video signal.
The 1600 CCD Time Base Corrector—the low
price/high performance combination from
MICROTIME. One of the smartest buys you'll ever
make .... Call today for ademonstration.

O MICIR9IM
lajiliamileallià 06002

To receive a beautiful 25" x20" print of this original work, "Great Moments in Cable," send us your name, address, and title on company
stationery. We'll include another great moment in cable — a sample piece of bonded laminated Paramedrop, with spec sheet.

Great
Moments
in Cable
History.
Through the years there have been many
great moments in the history of cable. Cable
TV has come a long way from a crude,
single-channel antenna atop a remote
mountain, feeding signals through bare
distribution lines....to today's ultra-sophisticated
communications satellites and earth stations.
We've seen significant benchmarks come
and go -multiple-channel amplifiers...transistorized components...coaxial cable...and more.
At Comm/Scope we're proud of our
contributions. You see, we invented bonded
laminated dropwire, the first dropwire to put an
end to annoying tigerstripping. Today, our
bonded laminated foil drop is the only
patented dropwire you can buy.
When rigid cable specifications are
required, the cable to do the job is ready to
go. Comm/Scope has met today's cable
needs and is working on tomorrow's.
For your greatest moment in cable, come
to Comm/Scope.

)Counn/Scope Company
Light years ahead
in cable innovation
At. 1, Box 199-A, Catawba, N.C. 28609
Telephone: (704) 241-3142
Telex: 800-521

NEWS

THE ONLY TAP
OF ITS KIND

FCC Expands
Frequencies for CARS
WASHINGTON, D.C.—The Federal
Communications Commission has
expanded the number of frequencies
available for use by stations in the
Cable Television Relay Service (CARS)
from 12.7-12.95 GHz to 12.7-13.20 GHz
to put CARS on ashared, co-equal and
primary basis with TV auxiliaries. It
also set aside the 13.15-13.20 GHz
band for use by TV and cable pickup
stations on an exclusive basis for Elec-

MOISTURE SEALED
& CORROSION
RESISTANT

Cablexision Equipment Company
Garland. Tex. 75042
214-272-8551
Signal Vision. Inc.
Laguna H11IA Calif 92653
714.586-3196
Comm.Plax Electronics
Montreal. Ouebec CANADA Mani V4
514-341-7440

Philip L. Verveer Named
Common Carrier Bureau Chief
its Common Carrier Bureau.

markets.

Verveer, who has been serving as
Chief of the FCC Broadcast Bureau

At the same time, the FCC began a
further rulemaking proposing similar
technical standards for equipment
used in CARS and in the TV auxiliary

GHz, respectively), and antenna performance standards for CARS and TV

For Delivery
— Call

The changes become effective July
6, 1979.

50 kilometers of the top 100 television

No other tap provides
this protection:

AN ARVIN COMPANY
4490 Old Columbus Road, NW,
Carroll, Ohio 43112
614-756-9211

for point-to-point relay operations in
the rural areas.

WASHINGTON, D.C.—The FCC has
appointed Philip L. Verveer as Chief of

AND ONLY $7.25 ($5.50)

AlFMILI/CA -1
-1/

mission said the geographical restriction will allow the use of this segment

tronic News Gathering (ENG) within

broadcast service, proposed type
acceptance for transmitting equipment used by TV auxiliaries operating

• Baked-on, Polyurethane Finish
plus a Totally Water Sealed Assembly
• Patented Non-Shearing Center
Seizure Mechanism
• Modular
• 5-300 MHz
• Eye-level Center Seizure Coanections
• *With a standard irridite finish

further licensing of other types of
stations. Since pickup usage generally
is confined to urban areas, the com-

in the A, B and D bands (2, 7 and 13

since May 1, joined the FCC on March
1, 1978, as the Chief of the Cable
Television Bureau. Prior to joining the
FCC, Verveer was with the Federal
Trade Commission as a supervising
attorney in the Bureau of Competition.
He was lead counsel in the FTC's case
challenging Nestle Alimenta S.A.'s acquisition of the Stouffer Company.

auxiliaries in the 12.7-13.25 GHz band.
(CARS is a microwave service used
by cable TV systems to bring TV and
cablecast programming to its subscribers. TV auxiliaries basically relay
TV programming material and related
communications to TV broadcast stations. Cable pickup stations are land
mobile facilities used to relay TV and
related material to cable systems.)
The actions were the result of an
inquiry and rulemaking begun in
December 1977, due to the increased
use of the CARS band coupled with the
continued growth and popularity of
cable systems which have contributed
to asaturation or full occupancy of the
current CARS allocations in many
areas.
The commission said it has documented the need to expand the current
CARS band, noting that while the
12.95-13.20 GHz band has, until this
time, been an exclusive allocation for

Philip L. Verveer now Chief of Common Carrier Bureau.
From 1974-1977, he was head of the
U.S. Department of Justice trial staff in
the government's antitrust case in-

Emjay Electronics
Drexel H111, Pa 19026
215.461-0353

the broadcast auxiliary service, the
spectrum needs for CARS outweighed
the need to preserve the band for TV

volving the American Telephone and
Telegraph Company.

CornSE Sales Corp.
Lawrence ,.Ile. Ga. 30245
404-963.7870

auxiliary purposes exclusively.
In setting aside the 13.15-13.20 GHz

veer received a B.S. degree from

Video Systems
Route 1— Box 235
Lod,. Vhsconsin 53555
608-592-3272
Stock Electronics
RueDe Hennin 74
Brussels. Be*um 131050
Telex 846-23.704
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band for ENG purposes, the commission said it saw no real impact from this
proposal which principally would
provide interference protection to
pickup stations by prescribing any

A native of Corvallis, Oregon, VerGeorgetown University School of
Foreign Service in 1966 and a J.D.
degree from the University of Chicago
Law School in 1969.
(Cont'd on page 24)

NOW IN STOCK!
IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
LOW - COST

MID BAND CONVERTERS
3 & 7 CHANNEL

3 CHANNEL
-01.9?se—

C-GHI/234 STANDARD COMPONENTS
MID BAND CONVERTER
C-AG/713 STANDARD COMPONENTS
MID BAND CONVERTER

$16.50
7 CHANNEL

$17.75

ORDER TODAY!

Satellite Cablevision Equipment Inc.
DIV. SATELLITE COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS, INC.

NATIONAL SUPPLIER TO THE CATV INDUSTRY
CALL YOUR ORDER DIRECT 312-779-2391
OR MAIL YOUR PURCHASE ORDER TO
9144 S. Bishop •Chicago, IL 60620

DBC DELIVERS
CASCADE300
CELECOM TLC
TRUNK/LINE AMPLIFIERS
FOR BOTH DISTRIBUTION
AND TRUNK LINES

From Washington

Super Bureau
By Pat Gushman
Washington Bureau Chief

,
40,

A

tthe Federal Communications
Commission it has been musical

chairs during the past few weeks. This
spring four top spots changed hands,
including the Office of Chief Engineer,
and the Broadcast, Cable and Common
Carrier Bureaus. The Broadcast Bureau, in fact, has had three different
chiefs during that span. But, no less
remarkable is that Philip L. Verveer,
originally Chief of the Cable Bureau,
has headed three different bureaus in
less than two months.
Where the chain of events actually

• 220, 270, 300 MHz channel capability
• Gain options from 22 to 28 dB
• Two-way active unconditionally stable
• Versatile modular design provides
adaptability with one motherboard
• Power insertion, backmatched test
points, 100% water tested
• Low power consumption -switching
regulator 30/60 volt AC
Celecom,

the high quality amplifier in

the small

housing,

comes with

many

capabilities for use in distribution and
trunk lines. The Celecom utilizes a
modular construction with VHF amplifier modules interchangeable with those
in the Cascade 300 series. Celecom can
be used as a trunk or distribution
amplifier with temperature level control
or as a line amplifier using a bridger
module.

500

data

channels and

two

video channels (5 - 30 MHz) are
available with the appropriate choice of
modules for two way operation. Our
unique

design

of

thermal

contacts

between the modules and the finned lid
of the housing provides efficient cooling.

124 Belfield Road, Rexdale,
Ontario, Canada M9W 1G1
Telephone (416)241-2651
In USA Wats S% 800-828-1016

Shiben as Chief of the Broadcast
Bureau, replacing Verveer who replaced Johnson and then Darby. It all
happened so quickly, it still seems to
be a blur.
This pattern should

develop and

continue in the other bureaus at least
until some other dramatic event occurs,
like the merging of the Cable Bureau
into the Common Carrier Bureau.
Some still scoff at the notion. Others
think it will be accomplished by the end
of the year, particularly if signal
carriers and syndicated exclusivity are
deregulated. CARS is already being

began is debatable, but for the sake of

transferred to common carrier. And if
the

Broadcast Bureau Chief Wally Johnson in March. Prior to Johnson's
departure, the first two years of Charlie
Ferris' chairmanship had been marked
primarily by the normal exodus of the
more purely political bureaucrats left
over from the Republican days of Dean
Burch and Richard E. Wiley. The
supposedly "preassured" departure of
Johnson created for Ferris the opportunity to position yet another of his
picks in a key bureau. In fact, by that
time, it was the only one left which did
not have his mark. The problem was
whom should he pick.
It was becoming apparent that
Common Carrier Chief Larry Darby
was not completely satisfied with the
way things were working out in his
bureau, and Ferris was also in danger
of losing Cable Bureau Chief Verveer
to an attractive offer from aprivate law
firm. Sources say that it was the
challenge of tackling broadcast dereg-

commission deregulates almost

everything else and Congress doesn't
reverse the trend, why not? Does being
regulated by something called a Common Carrier Bureau necessarily mean
you are a common carrier? Some
people don't think so anymore. It could
mean simply this: that somehow government is not interested in regulating
your content. And if it should reach
that same conclusion for broadcasting, why not merge them all into a
super bureau—the common•broadcastecable bureau.
But for now, the Common Carrier
Bureau is the Common Carrier Bureau.
There is one cross-over issue which is
surfacing which is indicative of the
kind of interplay beginning to be seen
as technologies mesh. It was the cable
industry which led the way in developing an extensive satellite network by
implementing hundreds of earth stations within a couple of years.
The one-shot coordination necessary to complete an application will no

ulation which enabled Ferris to per-

longer be adequate we are told. Coor-

suade Verveer to take over the Broad-

dination must become a living, on-

cast Bureau and

going,

also the dangling

organic thing

with

common

carrot of maybe being able to become
Common Carrier Chief if that should

carriers, broadcasters, cable operators
and data users all involved. The private

become available.

sector will probably carry the load, as it
has in other spectrum uses, but overseeing the whole operation which will

Randy

impact every aspect of communica-

Nichols, an assistant to Darby in the

tions before too long will be the

Bureau
e

Ferris got the unanimous support of
the other commissioners to name Dick

convenience, things began to happen
with the retirement of the veteran

So, Verveer first was taken out of the
cable bureau to head the Broadcast

a member company of the REDIFFUSION group

resigned. Almost immediately, Verveer
was named to take his place. And

to replace Johnson.

Common Carrier Bureau, was named

Common Carrier Bureau. And there

Chief of the Cable Bureau. Darby soon

won't be anything common about it.

Cable Power Test
Which of these POWERVISION results was
most important to AREA
COMMUNICATIONS, Jacksonville, Fla?
Ei Reliability—to assure system power will
always be there.
E Isolation from lighting, transients, surges
and sheath currents.
E Field Service representatives who are
AVAILABLE.
17 Track record of proven performance in
major systems.
Delivery on time at the lowest shipping cost.
frr All of the above.

Interested?
Then write or
call Don May at

POWERVISION
inc.

(213) 374-1035
(714) 583-8380
P.O. BOX 1
MANHATTAN BEACH
CALIFORNIA 90266

POWERVISION.—
CAT V
Standby Power

1.
BOB GARNER
Southern Representative
POWERVISION, Inc.
(601) 859-1323

EARNIE ERVIN
Construction Engineer
AREA COMMUNICATIONS
Jacksonville, Florida
(904) 721-1210

See our card on page 16.

DBC DELIVERS
INTELLIGENT TAPS FOR
HOME RUN,
LOOP THROUGH
OR PAY ONLY SERVICES

(Cont'd from page 20)

Bias and Jeffers Receive
NCTA Engineering Awards
LAS VEGAS, NEVADA—Frank J. Bias
received the engineering award for
Outstanding Achievement in Operations from Robert Bilodeau, last year's
award recipient. Bias is a registered
professional engineer in the states of
New York and California; a fellow of
the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers; a member of the
Society of Motion Picture and Television Engineers; the Society of Broadcast Engineers; and the Society of
Cable Television Engineers. He is also
active on the NCTA's Engineering
Committee, and has served on various
committees in industry affairs.
Bias is presently vice president—
Science and Technology for Viacom
International, Inc.
Michael F. Jeffers received the

• Loop through systems choose IT-1
Wall mounted IT-1's each have aunique
address, programmed prior to installation, enabling the "all channel" service
to be controlled from acentral location.
One pay channel may be added using

engineering award for Outstanding
Achievement in Development from
Robert Tenten, last year's award recipient. Jeffers is currently vice president of engineering for Jerrold Electronics Corporation. He has been
involved in cable since 1951. At that
time, he joined Jerrold Electronics
Corporation which later became asub-

addressed PROMO filters.
• Pay only systems choose IT-1G
The IT-1G provides control of one pay
channel

within

Service
IT-1G

is
is

motels,

a wall

passed
ideal

uninterrupted.

for

where

standard,

MDS,

basic

and

plate.

TV

a remote

The

hotels and
is

input. Multi-input options are available.

mandatory blanking standard was
necessary.

existing wiring. Control two services to

Frank J.

one

Pay

neering award for Outstanding Achieve-

available.

ment in Operations from Robert Bilodeau.

options

are

also

IT6-3.

Bias (right) receives engi

sidiary of General Instrument Corporation.
Jeffers is the author of many papers
related to cable television which have
been presented at IEEE technical sera member company of the REDIFFUSION group

•
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respectively, the FCC said in

review of the purposes served by a

installing our IT6-6 in series with the

control

mitted to control the vertical and horizontal scanning of the TV picture.

1953,

Control existing home run systems by

our

considering a course of action for
dealing with problems encountered by
the broadcast industry concerning
compliance with these standards.
(Vertical and horizontal blanking
intervals are those intervals during
which synchronizing pulses are trans-

view of the changes that had taken
place in the industry since then, a

switchable outputs from one common

with

form standards for horizontal and
vertical blanking intervals to assist it in

Noting fiat the horizontal and ver-

provides six independently

customer

WASHINGTON, D.C.—The FCC has
begun an inquiry into television wave-

tical blanking rules for black and white
and color TV were adopted in 1941 and

• Home run systems choose IT6
IT6-1

TV Waveform
Standards for Horizontal/
Vertical Blanking Intervals

viewer. However, excessive blanking
can result in partial picture loss.)

controlled

pay channel may be added.

The

Tenten presents engineering

During these intervals video information is not transmitted, but the interval
is not noticed since it occurs outside
the area of the TV picture seen by the

Basic

service

Robert

award for Outstanding Achievement in
Development to Michael F. Jeffers.

vices and at NCTA annual conventions. He has also presented papers in

In particular, the commission said it
wanted to examine whether competitive marketplace forces would serve
the public interest adequately or if
there were a need to continue explicit
FCC regulations in this area.

Transmission of
Digitally Coded
Programming Information

Canada, Japan, Moscow, Switzerland

WASHINGTON, D.C.—The FCC has

and Belgium.

denied a petition by the Atlantic Re-

A complete list of
converter repair companies
offering arange of converter
repair services including
jerrold, oak, hamlin, tocom,
and -yes -descramblers:

1. Brad

Quality always comes to the top. That's why BRAD still
offers you the assurance of a range of converter
services, including the only independent repair facility in
the country for Jerrold & Oak Descramblers. So, the
next time you need repairs, or want to buy or sell any
type of converter — TALK TO BRAD!

224 Nott Terrace
P.O. Box 739
Schenectady, New York 12301
(518) 382-8000

iri
t

e

BRAD CABLE
ELECTRONICS, INC.
See our card on page 65.

DBC DELIVERS
INDOOR DISTRIBUTION
AMPLIFIERS FEED
APARTMENTS,
CONDOMINIUMS, AND
CABLE DISTRIBUTION

_ME

of 60 bits per second was relatively low

dria, Virginia, for amendment of the

and inefficient compared with the

rules to permit the transmission of
digitally coded program related infor-

megabit per second rates of other
systems under development for ancil-

mation in the visible portion of broad-

lary signals, which additionally would

cast television signals.
The Association of Maximum Ser-

not cause picture degradation.

vice Telecasters, Inc. (AMST) and
CBS, Inc. opposed the petition. The
Eastman Kodak Company requested
that the petition be supplemented to
include information concerning application of the proposal to both videotape and film program material.

-•

MP K...

search Corporation (ARC) of Alexan-

television

pictures would apparently

be caused by the Data-Dot system.
Therefore, it found the proposal was at
variance with FCC policy on ancillary
signals and on protecting the quality of
the broadcast signal.

To utilize ARC's "Data-Dot" system,

.

a detector and other terminal devices
must be used. The detector is aphoto-

6311.1.1T. 11.11.0,11•
.111

transistor enclosed within acase about
3/4 of an inch in diameter. A detector is

1

• DA -61, aquality indoor amplifier, is
designed for 12 -35 Ch distribution
in large apartment complexes

• 30, 45 dB gain, 117 V standard options
• 30, 60 & 240 V powering on request
The DA -61 push-pull high output level
broadband amplifier is ideal for high
level distribution in large apartment
complexes. Plug-in pads, and 8 dB slope
range and 20 dB gain controls ensure
easy operation.
• DA -76 feedforward amps outperforms
4 traditional amplifiers at less cost
• 40, 52 dB gain, 117 V standard options
• 30, 60 & 240 V powering on request
• Full 35 Ch performance, 20 dB margins
The DA -76, ultralinear amplifier, designed for large apartment complexes,
outperforms four traditional amplifiers
at less cost. System noise, triple beat
noise, 2nd order and cross modulation
distortion remain unimpaired on 35
channel systems at +54 dBmV output
levels. Forward and backfeeding conventional distribution lines can save on line
extenders and simplify powering needs.

e
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TV Translater Stations for
Rebroadcasting in Spanish

attached and held on the television

WASHINGTON,

screen by a small suction cup connected to the detector case and can be
used on standard size television screens.
Given the appropriate terminal equipment, ARC's system concept claims to
provide for a variety of ancillary pro-

sion has granted the applications of
Spanish International Communications Corporation for authority to

gram services, including the widespread
printing of subtitles for those with
hearing difficulties, educational and
instructional involvement, and supplementary information on performers,
news items and advertisements.
CBS and AMST contended that the
proposed system would result in picture degradation, noting the commission's previous unsatisfactory experience with a program identification

D.C.—The commis-

construct and operate five 1,000-watt
television translator stations to provide
Spanish language programming to
Philadelphia; Denver; Hartford, Connecticut; Austin, Texas; and Bakersfield, California.
Spanish International is the licensee of five UHF television stations:
KM EX-TV, Los Angeles, WLTV, Miami,
WXTV, Paterson, New Jersey, KWEXTV, San Antonio, Texas, and KFTV,

system authorized in Docket 18605.
(In that case, the FCC authorized

Hanford, California. Several of the
officers and directors also have interests in station KDTV, San Francisco.
All the stations are programmed in
Spanish.

the use of three lines at the top and
bottom of the scanning field for the

The translators are to rebroadcast
WXTV programming from Paterson to

purpose of electronic identification of
television programs and spot an-

Philadelphia on channel 35 and to
Hartford on channel 61; KWEX-TV
from San Antonio to Austin on channel

nouncements. Two of the limitations
imposed were that no single transmis-

42;

KMEX-TV from

Los Angeles to

sion could exceed one second in
duration, and that the transmission

Denver on channel 31; and KFTV from
Hanford to Bakersfield on channel 39.

should not result in significant degradation of broadcast transmissions.
Because the results were unsatisfactory, the commission, in January 1976
deleted the rules established in Docket

Spanish International's proposal
represents an unprecedented use of
TV translator stations, which are used

18605.)
The commission said that in addi-

to reach rural areas lacking TV broad
cast service and to strengthen weak-

tion to the annoyance factor of the

coverage areas of regular broadcast
stations. Spanish International's plan
will be the first use of translators to

blinking dot image to viewers not
equipped with a decoder, it was brought

import broadcast signals into urban
markets already containing asubstan-

out that the deleted portions of the

tial number of broadcast stations.
In approving the applications the
commission made particular note of

video program signal, caused by DataDot, might contain essential informaa member company of the REDIFFUSION group

The commission said that significant degradation to the quality of

tion including that of superimposed
titles or captions. It also noted that

the fact that Spanish International's

CBS pointed out that the Data-Dot's

proposal was aimed at filling an unmet
need for Spanish language program-

system's proposed transmission rate

ming in the five urban markets.

When it comes to
Multi-Pay TV Security...
VITEK Cable Traps are
not in the picture.
First, second, third
or any premium
channel...
the picture from the
head-end
is what your subscriber
is paying for...and
that's what he gets...
with no possible
signal impairment!

It's easy to tell
the difference between
Negative and Positive
Security
Scramblers and decoders are active
and positive devices which are in-line
with the premium channel.
VITEK's Multi-Channel Traps are
passive, negative devices which are
only connected to the taps of subscribers who don't want the premium
channel.
So they either get the whole picture
they paid for, or none at all. In fact,
there is no security system that can
deliver aclearer picture.
VITEK's on-the-pole, single-channel,
negative traps have established their
superiority over other types of security devices in long-term stability and
reliability. You get the same cable
configuration, construction features
and reliability with our Multi-Channel
Traps.

And now the Best Pay-TV
Security Devices may also be
the least expensive means of
securing premium channels.
Increased Pay Penetration
According to the latest figures* (Paul
Kagan), average pay penetration of
houses passed has increased from
12.7% to 15% and average pay penetration of basic subscribers has increased from 27% to 31% . .in just six
months from Dec. '77 thru June'78.
Basic/Pay Combination Trend
Cable operators constructing new
systems in major markets are offering
basic and pay services in combination
from the very start, and in more and
more instances are offering multipay/multi-tiered service as well.
You know that the more you have to
offer, the better chance you have for a
sale.
'July 5, 1978 edition of Paul Kagan Associates
Pay TV Newsletter.

This is true in franchise negotiations
as well as marketing your services
to basic subscribers.
And it makes sense that if you're
getting into multi-tiered pay service, it
pays to trap more than one channel
initially for thesmall added cost. You'd
be surprised at how economical it
really is.

So from adifferent point
of view.... VITEK's Cable Traps
are very much in the
picture after all.
Call or write today for up-to-date
information. VITEK Electronics, Inc.,
4 Gladys Court, Edison, NJ 08817
(201) 287-3200.

VITEK

Announcing volume pricing
and 30-day delivery.
That's right, 30 days for our new 4.6
meter cassegrain high efficiency antenna,
our Series 6600 satellite receivers, LNA and
system components.
You also enjoy the kind of economy only
volume production makes possible. And
when you buy acomplete Terminal, you get
aprice only apackage purchase makes possible—whether you order it with the 4.6
meter, 5meter or 10 meter antenna.

We've increased our production facilities,
added new machinery and are producing
satellite terminal equipment on avolume
basis.
Check us out. We're making everything
faster. We're making it better. And we're
passing along the savings in costs and time
to you. For our new prices and current
delivery schedules, call Mike Smith at
(404) 449-2000. Or write us.

Scientific
Atlanta
United States: 3845 Pleasantdale Road, Atlanta, Ga. 30340, Telephone 404-449-2000, TWX 810-766-4912, Telex 054-2898
Canada: 1640 Bonhill Road, Unit 6, Mississauga, Ontario, L5T 1C8, Canada, Telephone 416-677-6555, Telex 06-983600
Europe 1-7 Sunbury Cross Centre, Staines Road West, Sunbury on Thames, Middlesex TW16 7BB, England,
Telephone Sunbury on Thames 89751, Telex 896015
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Tech
id Review

This special July tech review features the various types of equipment displayed at the National Cable Television
Show in Las Vegas, Nevada, May 20-23. In addition to the new products unveiled at the show, we have included
top-of-the-line equipment from major manufacturers.
Below is a handy reference, in alphabetical order, for locating specific equipment for your requirements.

LINE AND HEADEND EQUIPMENT
AEL: amplifier series
Century Ill: amplifiers
C-COR: line extenders
Cerro: splitters
Magnavox: line extenders
MCE: trunk amplifiers
Motorola: linear hybrids
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33
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34
35
35
36
36
39
39
44

TEST EQUIPMENT/
POWER SUPPLIES
Avantek: automatic sweep system
ComSonics: low noise amplifiers
Control Technology: power systems
Mid State: signal level meters
RMS: power supplies
Sadelco: low frequency adapter
Texscan/Theta-Com: 9900 C and MDS
Wavetek: sweep recovery system

EARTH STATION EQUIPMENT
Andrew: antennas
Farinon: downconverters
Gardiner: Channelcue® switcher
Harris: TVRO terminal
Hughes: five-meter antenna
Microdyne: five-meter antenna
Microwave Associates: satellite receivers
Prodelin: antennas
Scientific-Atlanta: antennas
U.S. Tower: antennas
Winegard: MDS receiving package

Page
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Page
Page
Page
Page

44
44
45
45
45
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CABLE EQUIPMENT
Belden: cables
CCS Hatfield: cables

Page 48
Page 48

GK Technologies: cables
Times Wire: cables

Page 48
Page 48

SECURITY/CONVERTERS
AEL: converter unscramblers
D-B-C: addressable taps
Eagle: block converters
GTE Sylvania: converters
Intercept: pay security system
Jerrold: converters, PlayCable
Oak: converters, "Total Control"
RCA: converters
C. B. Schrock: home terminal
TEST: downconverters
TOCOM: converter/descrambler,
Dow Jones system
Vitek: pay-TV traps, filters
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49
49
50
50
50
51
52
52
54
54

Page 55
Page 55

Barco: mosaic system

Page 55

Computer Video: display system
Edutron: time base correctors
System Concepts: microprocessor
based systems
TeleMation: character generator
Valtec: video link
Video Aids: sync generator
Video Tape Co.: tapes

Page 56
Page 58
Page 58
Page 59
Page 59
Page 59
Page 59

MISCELLANEOUS
Cadco: weather converter
Carlton: Porta -Mole
Ditch Witch: trenchers
MSI: microprocessor systems

Page
Page
Page
Page

60
60
60
60

T. R. Pitts: vapor capsules
UEC: aerial devices

Page 60
Page 60
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Las Vegas Revisited

enough products to satisfy everybody. Many customers
asked if orders could be written at the show. Obviously, the
answer was "yes,"—but the hitch was that delivery would

By Toni Barnett, Managing Editor

take 20 weeks or longer on the average. The major problem
manufacturers have today is not gearing up their facility to

E

the products.

xhibitors, customers and participants at this year's NCTA
convention were pleasantly surprised by the incredible
turnout in Las Vegas. The good health of the cable industry
was evidenced by the amount of traffic and volume of
business done at the exhibits. (There were approximately
6,340 attendees.) However, this healthy attitude in the
industry also helps to explain why there were no startling
product revelations or introductions versus past shows.
Several new concepts were introduced—specifically
addressable technology—and many product lines were
upgraded and repackaged. There were also variations on old
themes. Noted Abe Sonnenschein, AML manager for
Hughes Microwave Products Division, "The industry
climate, as Iobserved it, was bullish in spite of the clouds on
the horizon about retransmission consent, etc."
Vendors seem to have been pleasantly surprised with the
quality of the show and the amount of traffic in the booths.
Observed Ken Gunter, vice president of engineering for UAColumbia Cablevision, "The overall tenure of the manufacturers represented at the show was, Ithink, very upbeat."
Basically, the feeling seemed to be that since the industry
was so healthy, with orders already backlogged, there was
no reason to drag out anything in breadboard fashion to
romance the industry into buying. After querying various
industry management and technical leaders, the consensus
was that the show was quite successful, despite previous
misgivings concerning the choice of Las Vegas as aconvention site, and all of the distractions that city can provide.
Remarked Dean Bach, vice president of marketing for
Oak Industries, "The show was fantastic in terms of Oak's
participation in the show, the amount of people who
searched us out to see the items we had to offer, and in terms
of business written at and after the show." At atime when the
industry is prospering as well as it is, there isn't a lot of
incentive for manufacturers who might have something on
the boards to show it off.
The exhibit hall itself was huge, with plenty of aisle space.
For this reason, at various times, the hall looked half-empty.

build the products, but in getting the raw materials to build

Addressable Technology
At this year's show, addressable products that have long
been on the drawing board finally surfaced. One prime
example of this type of technology was Oak's "Total Control"
system. Oak has been using addressable decoders in STV for
a few years, and the company felt that the national was the
right time and place to introduce it. The company's "Total
Control" system was shown at the Western Show in Anaheim
in December. However, at the national, Oak had much more
precisely defined the type of product (the multichannel
addressable converter and descrambler combined).
According to Graham Stubbs, director of engineering for
Oak, "Our feeling is that in the next couple of years the
industry will swing very strongly towards addressable
technology. These products," he continued, "will be ready to
be used on-line the beginning of next year. We've had field
trials earlier this year in three different systems, and we've
got the product well defined now. In the late fourth quarter of
this year," he continued, "certainly in the first quarter of next
year, we should see a lot of these products going on-line in
cable systems."
Also new in

addressable technology was

Intercept's

addressable pay-TV security system. The system, called the
UHS Pay-TV System, is addressable from the headend or
office, and can decode any combination of 36 channels. This
new system permits adding midband or superband channels
to any system, while allowing the operator to secure any
channel combination. The system has a memory unit
capable of storing up to 36 channels, and synthesized
channel frequencies which eliminate fine tuning. This new
security system is available in two models. The UHS 9 will
convert and decode all mid and VHF channels, and the UHS
36 can convert and decode 36 channels.
C?re

Contr., /
Control

r
tn. ü

This was definitely not the case. In fact, exhibitors' booths
were continually flooded with traffic.
Carl Pehlke, president of Texscan/Theta-Com, stated

He«) End

•
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•
•

that, "it was agreat show because everybody was on ahigh."
However, he added, "the emphasis today in cable isn't the

•
•

111,1110

technological development of equipment. Everybody is
using integrated circuits, so mostly the vendors are

Cable System

repackaging and putting refinements on the basic package
to make it more attractive."
The ever-present problem of supply and demand in the
CATV industry has definitely impacted on the new products,

o

or the lack thereof, evidenced at the show. The major
setbacks at the present time are production and delivery
problems. "It's a matter of fine-honing your factory to be able
to meet the commitments you've made," stressed Pehlke. "I
think," he went on to emphasize, that "some people are over
committed."
It seemed that the basic premise of most manufacturers
was to try to keep the customers that they're supplying
equipment to happy, because the vendors can't make
30 C-ED July 79

Home

How Oak's "TotalControt" system works.
Frank Bias of Viacom International remarked, "A lot of
things, like addressable taps and addressable descramblers,
are really waiting for their time. You see aslow sharpening up
of the technique and you see these products being produced

by more manufacturers in more forms. But," he added, "you

adding expansion modules to the TOCOM Ill terminals. It

really don't see their being utilized. They're just kind of
waiting for their time to come."

also allows hard copy printouts and display on standard TV
sets.

A prime example of this type of addressable technology is
the block converter. That is, the idea of converting from

Earth Station Equipment

midband to UHF on one block and letting the tuner on the
UHF separate the signals. On the cable system an operator

A major portion of the exhibits were related to earth
station technology. Tom Humphries of Scientific-Communi-

would send out a lot of midband channels which would be
block converted to the UHF band. Therefore, the output of
the converter would go into the subscriber's TV set through

cations observed, "This was probably one of the largest
exhibits for earth station equipment that Ihave ever seen at a
national show." There were several antennas located outside

the UHF terminal. The advantage is a cheaper converter
because the TV set's already got the tuning in it. The block

of the exhibit hall which were at least feeding the exhibitors
booths and some of their customers. Inside the exhibit hall

converter is just one idea already being presented by several
manufacturers.

were two static display antennas by Comtech and Harris.
Hughes, Scientific-Atlanta, Andrews Corporation,
Gardiner, and U.S. Tower all displayed new antennas. Harris
Corporation is introducing a less expensive antenna on the
market in order to be more competitive. Its present antenna
is the most expensive on the market, and is also probably one
of the best. "There are people who are willing to pay the price
for a high-quality antenna," noted Humphries. "These

In addition to PlayCable, Jerrold Electronics featured anew
series of StarCom Il 36-channel converters.
"Timing is everything in this business," stated Bias,
referring particularly to the block converter and other
addressable devices. "I'm reminiscent of the way color
television was introduced. Color television was sitting
around for years, and then all of asudden, one year that was
the year that the timing and economics were right, and it
sold."
One of the more glamorous presentations at the show was
the Jerrold Electronics' PlayCable demonstration. PlayCable
is a new home video system capable of functioning in both
one- and two-way cable systems. The device uses a Mattel
terminal and Jerrold adapter. PlayCable offers subscribers
access to educational learning instruction and various types

people would rather have a Cadillac version because the
antenna is a crucial part of the system." The antenna is a
technological device, but it's passive. There seem to be
advantages to having a higier-quality antenna and to not
spending as much on the electronics—such as the low noise
amplifier.
The test equipment exhibit area was also heavily flooded
with traffic. "We were just swamped," emphasized Raleigh
Stelle of Texscan/Theta-Com. "Traffic was knee-deep," he
continued, "and I'm sure everybody else did as well. I'm sure
that our booth was representative of what's happening to
everybody."
There weren't many new technological advances in the
test equipment area. However, Tektronix displayed a new
sweep system utilizing computer technology (mainly microprocessor control), and also a programmable sweeper that

of games. This new device was another demonstration of
cable's providing various services to subscribers via cable.

uses microprocessors and memories to extract information.

However, PlayCable was not for sale at the show, and had no

9900C, a package consisting of a sweep generator, display
oscilloscope, return loss bridge, and attenuators. This
device provides bench sweep capability in a batterygenerated, field-adapted, portable package.

promise date for delivery or price associated with it. The
product will be used, however, in field trials in the fall by five
major MS0s.
Tele -text type services were also on display by several
manufacturers. Although it generated a lot of activity and
interest, this type of service also seems to be waiting for its

Texscan featured an improved version of its popular

Activity was good in the booths displaying fiberoptics,
and this is the first year when an order could be written up for
delivery after the show. Observed Frank Bias, "Fiberoptics
has more application as a dedicated studio to a headend

time to come. The immediate problem is that there are no
current standards for the tele -text services. More of these
types of services will be on-line or displayed at next year's
Western and NCTA shows.

toward distances that can be accomplished without
repeaters (two to four miles). As of yet, the terminal devices

Another addressable approach was offered by C. B.
Schrock and Associates, Inc. The display consisted of a new
universal home terminal for providing pay-per-view, security

and connectors are not being mass-produced.
There was not a great deal of new technology involving
MDS. It appears that everyone is waiting for it to take off,

and energy controls in the home. This data handling system
utilizes a universal/addressable data terminal.
Also featured at this exhibit was an audio talkback system
that's able to conduct classroom lectures via two-way cable.

although much activity and interest have been generated.

TOCOM's exhibit featured its new information retrieval
service in conjunction with Dow Jones. Prior tests performed

industry, so there's not a big push to do something dramatic
in MDS.

jointly by the two companies have demonstrated the
feasibility of providing instant financial and market
information from the central files of Dow Jones, Inc., directly

Although there weren't many technological breakthroughs
at the 1979 NCTA show, the demand for established product

into the subscriber's home via cable TV.
This retrieval information service is accomplished by

link." Fiberoptics, as it develops, seems to be moving more

Noted Stelle, "I don't think there's going to be any advance in
the technology until there's more demand for it." It seems the
technology that exists now satisfies the requirements of the

lines demonstrates that the industry is healthy and active.
Next year should see the unveiling of many new technological advancements and services for the industry.
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LINE AND HEADEND EQUIPMENT
AEL's Distribution Equipment

vice and to facilitate preventive main-

trunk amplifier stations provides a

tenance and repair. These series of

wide range of capabilities within a 45-

AEL CATV Communications Division presented its line of distribution
equipment. Previously unveiled at the

trunk amplifiers are designed for split
equalization of cable to accommodate
various signal amplitude plans from

300 MHz bandwidth. The feedforward
amplifiers combine the latest advance-

1978 Western show, the company

"flat" with 3dB block tilt—to 7dB, four-

with a method of noise and distortion

highlighted its modular AEL 80 amplifier series. Bandwidth in the forward

step block tilt—to 7 dB continuous tilt.
A Mark IV single cable system may be

cancellation, to provide reliability and
stability throughout a wide tempera-

trunk and bridging is 50-300 MHz and

installed initially as a forward system

reverse trunk and bridging is 5-30 MHz.
The noise figure (measured with 0 dB

only. Bi-directional capabilities may be
installed initially, or at a later date as

ture and frequency range. The ability
to cancel the distortion products of the

equalizer) in the forward trunk is 7.5
dB, 7dB in the reverse trunk and 17 dB

required.
AEL also displayed its M4XE series

with reverse bridging. All modules are
heat sunk to the finned casting for

trunk extender amplifiers. These units
provide high quality, VHF signal ampli-

Interest was also generated in

greater heat dissipation, and the

fication for use in distribution applications. High gain and flat response are

Century Ill's 2626 apartment amplifiers. This series of apartment ampli-

series of trunk stations that use push-

provided in the VHF spectrum from 50300 MHz.
For additional input, contact AEL

fiers is designed to suit any distribution
requirements in CATV and MATV
applications for large multiple-unit

pull hybrid circuitry in modular con-

CATV Communications Division, P.O.

struction to permit the addition of
functions without interruption of ser-

Box 552, Lansdale, Pennsylvania 19446,
(215) 822-2929.

structures such as apartment houses,
hotels, motels, office buildings, etc.
Optional signal gain ratings offer 40 dB

AEL 80 features low power consumption.
Also spotlighted were the Mark IV

ments in integrated circuits, coupled

amplifier allows the implementation of
long coaxial cable systems while still
maintaining aquality signal at the near
end.

minimum full gain (model 2626A) or 43
dB minimum full gain output (model
2626B) across a 40-300 MHz bandwidth. Hybrid integrated circuits are
used in all 2626 amplifiers, and the
regulated power supply provides stable DC voltages to RF circuits. A linecable powering switch enables the
2626 amplifiers to operate optionally
on standard 117 V AC line power or on
35-60 V AC cable power. Plug-in
equalizers are available in 8, 12 and 16
dB values of fixed slope compensation,
and variable slope control provides 8
dB of continuous range. Plug-in attenuator pads are available to provide up
to 9 dB of flat loss (in 3dB increments)
for incoming signals. Variable gain
control provides 10 dB of continuous
range across the operating bandwidth.
For more input, contact Century Ill
Electronics, Inc., 3880 East Eagle
Drive, Anaheim, California 92807,
(714) 630-3714.

Amplifier Spotlighted
By Century Ill—Anaconda
Century Ill's booth featured avariety of equipment: feedfoward trunk

Ill's recently introduced feedforward
supertrunk incorporating the latest
advancements in integrated circuits.
The 3100 trunk amplifier essentially
provides a 20-25 dB improvement in

amplifiers, a microprocessor-controlled status monitoring system,
apartment amplifiers, line splitters,

distortion out of atrunk amplifier at the
same output levels of older amplifiers

directional

These units are designed for long-haul
supertrunk systems or for high-level

couplers,

universal

taps

and AC power supplies.
Of particular interest was Century
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operating at the same output levels.

distribution applications. This series of

C-COR's Product
Line Comes On Strong

amplifier. This economical unit is

an epoxy sealed cover, silver plated

designed for efficient system use for
applications where two-way capability

contacts and a 5-300 MHz response.
For further data, write to Cerro

C-COR Electronics' exhibit pre-

is not required. AC power distribution

Communication

sented a vast array of products. Included were new distribution and
extender amplifiers; trunk amplifiers

is accomplished with a link supplied
for thru powering and a fuse for

Road, Freehold, New Jersey 07728.

with 22, 26 and 32 dB spacing; two-way
sub-split or mid-split mainline passives; preamplifiers, surge protection

protection of the power supply. The E417 is available in either 30 or 60 V AC
versions and has one output. This
product can be bought with surge

and standby power; and three-message

protection, such as C-COR's SPM-32,

extension bracket to the chief technician/

and gas diodes.

engineer of an operating system or an
MSO.

Announced at the NCTA show was
a new standard amplifier with additional bandwidth up to 320 MHz. The
company will be shipping the units in
September.
C-COR also announced a new
interchangeable line extender family.
The new E-501 will replace the E-442
line extender amplifier, with 22 dB
gain. The new E-502 will replace the E445, with 34 dB gain with interstage
slope and equalization.
The interchangeable line extenders
were designed with advanced thermal
design

techniques

and

utilize

gold

bonded hybrids. The effective use of
heat sinks and convection cooling fins
of the castings provide excellerq heat
dissipation. Since the coolcr an amplifier runs the longer it will last, this has a
direct affect on system reliability and

Products, Halls Mill

Magnavox
New Line-Extenders
Magnavox' exhibit featured a wellrounded complement of products
includirg three new special application bridging distribution line extenders, the recently introduced utility line
extender, mainstation amplifiers and
accessories, directional taps, connectors, addressable taps with word processor generators and a full line of
converters and descramblers for pay
cable.
Magnavox introduced three new
special application bridging distribution line extenders at the show. The
new 5dB/2 series models are available
with gPins of eith-. 40 dB, 34 dB or 38
dB. Each m,,Jel can be used as adistribution terminating bridger or as atwooutput line extender. Backfeed design
requirements

are

aided

by

internal

plug-in couplers and by two integrated
circuits in each model.

longevity.
For more on C-COR's product line,
Heavy emphasis was placed on CCOR's new $115.00 E-417 extender

contact C-COR Electronics, Inc., 60
Decibel Road, State College, Pennsylvania 16801, (814) 238-2461.

Cerro Offers Full
Line of Equipment

characteristics. These devices also
have a high isolation rating between

Featured at Cerro Communication's
exhibit were the Cerroflex" bonded
shield drop cable, afull complement of
coaxial electronic cable, Cerrofoam
GX" low loss and Cerrofoam GXX"
extra low loss trunk and distribution
cables, and one of the most complete
lines of indoor/outdoor splitters. Also
featured were distribution amplifiers
and drop hardware.

outputs

to eliminate

signal

ingress

from television receivers in multidirectional systems. The F-type connectors used are sealed to protect
internal components from moisture.
Additionally, the connector threads
are precision machined, rather than
cast, to ensure burr-free threading.
Other features of the splitters include

One of the company's newest product lines were the "C Series" two-,
three- and four-way indoor/outdoor
splitters. These new splitters feature a

The company also showed its recently introduced MX-5-ULE utility

heavy duty, corrosion resistant, die
cast, indite plated housing to with-

for applications where a low-price line

line extender. This device is designed

stand environmental extremes and

extender is desirable. The one-way line

eliminate signal ingress and loss. The

extender features low initial cost and

"C Series" splitters feature a low
insertion loss and excellent matching

ULE utilizes a high efficiency power

low power consumption. The MX-5-
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supply with RF integrated circuits for
high reliability. The AC, DC and RF test
points, and the gain and slope control,
are all accessible without opening the
cover. Standard equalizers and attenuators are employed, minimizing inventory cost.

Motorola Shows
Linear Hybrids
The Motorola RF linear hybrid lineup represents one of the most diversified and complete collections of hybrid

Magnavox also spotlighted its
"Super-Tap" series. This tap retains all

amplifiers available. These units are
specified for use in MATV, CATV and
general purpose 50-100 ohm applica-

of the outstanding features of the
Magnavox MX-3700 directional tap,

tions. With available gains of from
12.0-39.0 dB, over 1.0 watt RF power

with the addition of corrosion and
moisture resistant features and new
lower insertion loss specifications. The

age of 0.1-400 MHz, supply voltages of
13.6 and 24 V DC, the Motorola line

"Super Tap" is available in two-, fourand eight-port versions. New 3/16-inch
hex-head seizure screws permit un compromised impedance match and
avoids damage from screwdriver slippage.
For more information, contact Magnavox CATV Systems, Inc., 133 W.
Seneca Street, Manlius, New York
13104, (315) 682-9105.

MCE Introduces
Nova Trunk Amplifier
Merrill Cable's exhibit featured the
company's new Nova 300 amplifier,

handling capability, bandwidth cover-

encompasses a wide range of industrial and commercial uses.
All Motorola CATV hybrid ampli-

ponents, including amplifier power
supply, are contained in a cast-

each

stage again

One transformer at the interstage
between the two push-pull gain blocks
brings the transformer count to three,
one bifilar and two trifilar devices.
For additional input, contact Motorola Semiconductors, P.O. Box 20912,
Phoenix, Arizona 85036.

ly introduced Nova Cap-Tap. This new
5-300 MHz customer tap provides
complete control of subscriber access
to a system for standard service and
premium television channels. The

needed. These taps provide security
for standard service and premium
television by allowing the operator to
specify the channel or channels. There
is complete control for the entire tap or
for the individual customer's drop.
For additional input, contact Merrill

underground systems. Also, all com-

stages,

(common-emitter device followed by

duct line, the Nova 300-2/W two-way
trunk amplifier combines field-tested
circuitry with mechanical simplicity.
Utilizing highly reliable hybrid microcircuitry has resulted in performance

reverse amplifier and filter for 5-300
MHz operation. The amplifier is designed for single or dual trunk aerial or

push-pull

consisting of a pair of cascodes,
resulting in a total of eight transistors.

and low distortion products. Units with
22 dB or less of gain consist of one
push-pull stage with apair of cascodes

Nova Cap-Taps are usable with any
new or existing dedicated system, with
no other system equipment changes

both forward and reverse. A wide range
of trunk and bridger combinations
offers up to 41-channel capacity, with

bifilar transformer at the input and a
trifilar transformer at the output. Units
with 34 dB or more of gain use two

fiers use ultra-low distortion push-pull
cascode circuitry to achieve wide
bandwidth, extremely flat response

Nova line extenders, Nova Pll amplifier, and 35- and 60-volt power supplies.
MCE's newest addition to its pro-

specifications designed to meet the
most critical system requirements,

common base device) for atotal of four
transistors and two transformers, a

Cable Equipment Corporation, P.O.
Box 13741, Phoenix, Arizona 85002,
(602) 271-9181.

TEST EQUIPMENT/
POWER SUPPLIES
Avantek's
Product Line
Avantek displayed several of its
popular product lines. Of special
interest was the CATV-remote automatic sweep system. The system

aluminum weather and fireproof housing which exceeds FCC standard

consists of the model CT-2000 or CT-

requirements. The reverse trunk amplifier is housed in a plug-in aluminum

2000A cable transmitter and the model
CR -2000 cable receiver. Used simul-

module which can be inserted during
installation, or easily added when
reverse operation is required. Built-in

taneously, these devices employ avery
low level test signal to measure the

two-way filters are

as an

system without interference to sub-

integral part of each Nova 300-2/W
amplifier, eliminating the service inter-

scribers' reception. The CR -2000 cable

provided

swept frequency response of a CATV

ruption and response alignment inher-

receiver offers a second, independent
mode of operation—that of aspectrum

ent with "plug-in" filters.
Also highlighted was MCE's recent-

analyzer. With no adjustment other
than the switching of a selector knob,
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the receiver allows the operator to
measure spurious intermodulation
beats in the CATV system. In the
spectrum analyzer mode, the receiver

ComSonics'
Uninterruptible LNA
The ComSonics display focused on

can also be used as a tuned wave

the uninterruptible LNA power source

analyzer to measure co-channel, cross-

and the video sensing coaxial relay

modulation and hum.
Also on display was Avantek's SL300 signal level meter. This unit is a

switch. Also shown were the Sniffer
Junior battery-operated pocket-size

precision RF voltmeter tunable to any
frequency between 4.5-300 MHz. This
SLM can read signal levels from -40
dBmV to +60 dBmV (10.uV to 1V) with
guaranteed ± 1.0 dB accuracy when
calibrated at the opening ambient
temperature using the internal level
calibrator. A three-digit LED display
indicates the frequency to which the
SL-300 is tuned with 1MHz resolution
and guaranteed ±1.0 MHz accuracy.
Signal levels are displayed on a true
logarithmic meter scale with equally
spaced and fully usable divisions for a
20 dB range, and the specific range is
selected with a nine-position rotary

Life" indicator for the battery under
test will illuminate. When "Short Life"
is indicated, the user is urged to
procure a replacement as battery
failure is imminent.

to

RF leakage detector, and the Armor
Mark V and Mark III surge protectors.
ComSonic's LNA power source
supplies 15 V DC nominal, at 4.5 watts
totally isolated from the 115 V AC or
220 V AC primary mains. This eliminates the possibility of coupling an
overvoltage transient to the vulnerable
LNA circuitry. Isolation is accomplished
via the use of a DC/DC converter
operating from two service-free gel
cell-type lead acid batteries. The "In
Service" battery supplies operational
power while the other battery receives
a full charge. A precision voltage
sensor monitors the terminal voltage of

The video sensing coaxial relay is a
totally passive coaxial switch designed
for all baseband video signal switching
applications requiring high performance specifications. Passive design
eliminates th 1or'di distortion inherent in
tate switches making it
desirable for CATV headend use where

link preamplifiers (LNAs) are used in

the "In Service" battery. When alevel of
1.75 ±0.05 V DC is reached, the sensor
causes the batteries to change funrtions, thus placing the freshh , ..iarged
battery "In Service" aryl die depleted

small communications satellite earth
terminals. The standard unit, the AW-

battery in a charge cycle. As the

ated. This device features excellent
return loss (VSWR), single polarity
control voltage, high isolation and
virtually no insertion loss. Specifica-

second battery becomes discharged,

tions include: 90 dB isolation, 35 dB

the first is charged. The "In Service"
battery sensor will cause the cycle to

return loss, -0.15 dB insertion loss of
12 V DC-24 V DC operating volt-

attenuator.
Avantek also displayed its 100
degree K 3.7-4.2 GHz uncooled GaAs
FET low noise amplifiers. These down-

4285, provides 50 dB minimum gain
and a guaranteed maximum 120 degree
K noise temperature (1.5 dB noise

additional distortion cannot be toler-

repeat continuously. At the same
instant the batteries change status, a

age.

figure).
For additional information, contact

second sensor monitors the "In Ser-

ComSonics, Inc., P.O. Box 1106,

Avantek, Inc., 3175 Bowers Avenue,

vice" time.

Santa Clara, California 95051, (408)

approximately five hours, the "Short

If this time is less than

For further input, write or call
Harrisorburg,

Virginia

22801,

(703)

434-5965.

249-0700.

New Power Units
from Control Technology
Highlighting the Control Technology, tnc. exhibit was its line of PAX
power devices. Included were the PAX
SP900 and SP300 primary and auxiliary
power systems and the PAX UPS 900/
115-S uninterruptible power source.
Both the SP900 and SP300 are
heavy-duty pole mounted power supply systems with a standby power efficiency rating of 89 percent typical at
full load. The units include such features as front panel status lights, load
current meters, plug-in relays and
push to test switches. Both units have a
commercial power to battery transition
time of 200 mili -seconds and a battery
to commercial power transition time of
50 mili -seconds. A delay of 15 seconds
is provided after the units detect the
C—ED July '79 35

presence of commercial power before
the transition is allowed from battery to
commercial power.
The

SP900 system

provides

900

watts at 60/30 VRMS of dependable
standby power to a CATV distribution
system. The unit requires a normal
input power of 110 ± 20 volts AC (15
amps) and a standby input power of
42-52 volts DC (battery power). Normal output power is 60 ± 3.0 VRMS at
15 amps (900 watts) or 30± 1.5 VRMS at
30 amps (450 watts). The same output
power is achieved in the standby phase
with a battery input voltage of 48 volts
DC.
The SP300 requires a normal input
power of 110 ± 20 volts AC (10 amps)
and a standby input power of 21-26
volts DC (battery power). Normal
output power is 30 ± 1.5 VRMS at 10
amps (300 watts) or 60 ±3.0 VRMS at 5
amps (300 watts). The standby output
power is the same as the normal with a
battery input of 24 volts DC.
The PAX UPS 900/115-S is a rackmounted uninterruptible power supply
delivering 900 watts of 115 volts AC
sine wave power to eliminate the
problems of short term brown-out and
black-out conditions. The output frequency is normally line synchronized,
while the standby mode frequency is
60 ± 1 hertz at 0 degrees F to 105
degrees F. The output current is rated
at 7.8 amperes RMS or 25 amperes
peak. The unit's system monitoring is
provided by three front panel meters
and two indicator lights.
For additional information, contact
Control Technology, Inc., 620 Easy
Street, Garland,
272-5544.

Texas 75042, (214)

tor, atuned dipole utilizing a16 dB gain

Mid State Offers
Popular Test Equipment

battery operated amplifier, that can be

Mid State Communications had a
variety of test instrumentation on
exhibit. The SAM Iand SAM II signal
level meters were featured. Both units
operate on afrequency range of 4-300
MHz (470-890 MHz optional) with an
amplitude of -40 dBmV to +60 dBmV.
The primary difference between the
two units is in the method of frequency
tuning. The SAM Iutilizes the conventional

five-band

calibrated dial

and

band selector switch, while the SAM II
accomplishes tuning with a complete
digital frequency system.

the FCC 20 ..uv/meter specifications;
the ST-1 "Cuckoo" signal transmitter,
a headend

based detection system

utilizing an ordinary FM radio for
patrolling, which is also available in a
crystal controlled version—the ST-1C,
and complimentary CR -1 crystal tuned
receiver; the SP-2 signal processor,
which is designed to process TV
signals so that afrequency counter will
read them with minimal modulated
distortion; and the 4000 series of digital
frequency counters, which includes
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Some additional highlights were:
the MC-50 meter calibrator, with a-1.25
dB accuracy and operates from 4-300
MHz as a signal generator with the
ability to be switched to an amplitude
modulated mode with simulated TV
modulation; the RD-1 radiation detec-

RMS Unveils
"Power-King" Power Supply
RMS Electronics' exhibit featured
the company's new power supply,
Unitaps and Econotaps, passive de-

the 4800A for 5Hz to 520 MHz readings
and the 4900A for readings of up to
1,000 MHz.
For more information, contact Mid
State Communications, 174 S. First
Avenue, Beech Grove, Indiana 46107,
(317) 787-9426.

cost. The PS-60 features: time-delay
relay, primary input circuit protection,
output circuit protection, on/off primary overload circuit breaker, input
and output pilot light indicators, and

vices, power passing line splitters,
directional couplers, power inserters,

115 V AC convenience outlet.
Also highlighted were RMS' Econotap series. This tap can be used for

and the line of Superfit connectors.
The new "Power-King" model PS-

either aerial or underground installation, and input and output feed-thru

60 regulated power supply converts
115 volt, 60 Hz commercial power to a
60 volt square wave output voltage.

coaxial cable ports are located on
either side of the housing for aerial
strand mounting. Input and output

This constant-voltage, square wave
power source is specifically designed

feed-thru coaxial cable ports are also
located on the bottom of the tap for

for CATV systems where trunk and

pedestal mounting. The Econotap will

feeder coaxial cable distribution lines

accept VSF connectors and standard

must carry both RF and AC power. This

feed-thru connectors with 1-1/4-inch

ferro-resonant regulated power supply
incorporates several features that are
not usually included in the standard

stinger. Additionally, the device will

design of competitive units. These
features significantly increase performance reliability while greatly
reducing maintenance and operational
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used with any signal level meter and is
designed to assure compliance with

also accommodate "Sealmetic", "Dynafoam" and "Fused Disc" cable connectors. The unit has a tapered counterbore in all four entry ports, so that the
connector gasket sets perfectly inside

RCA Passive
Components
for
Quality and
Performance
The RCA line of passive components
includes awide range of subscriber taps
and trunk passives for cable system
applications. RCA Subscriber Taps are
available in 2-way, 4-way and 8-way
units and are used in the feeder line to
distribute the signal to the subscriber.
RCA Trunk Passives include directional
couplers in 4, 8, 12, and 16 dB values,
2-way and 3-way splitters and a power
inserter. The directional couplers and
the splitters are utilized for splitting the
main trunk lines in acable system into
sub-trunk lines. The power inserter
combines the AC Power with the RF
signal onto the coaxial cable. For more
information contact RCA /Cablevision
Systems, 7355 Fulton Avenue, North
Hollywood, California, 91605. Toll free
number: (800) 423-2404. In California:
(213) 764-2411.

Rell

MOD-KITSR
The Economic Alternative
JERROLD SA-SERIES PUSH-PULL HYBRID

Double Sided G-10
Glass Circuit Boards

Single I.C. in Trunk and
Bridger for Lower Heat & Power

6 dB Noise
Figure
@ Ch. "R"

21 Ch. +32/29
dBmV
=4(mod: - 93 dB
S.O.:
- 85 dB
T.B.:
-110 dB

21 Ch. +48/43
dBmV
Xmod: -65 dB
S.O.:
-75 dB
T.B.:
-80 dB

30v or 60v Powering

Automatic Thermal Shutdown

Tapped Power Transformer

M.O.V. Surge Protector
Automatic Circuit Breaker

* A completely new power supply is furnished with every kit
* SA-1 thru 5 available
* SLE 1& SLE 20 avai-able
* Prices start as low as $165.00

ROADBAND
NGINEERING, INC

1525 CYPRESS DRIVE. JUP ER. FLORIDA 33458
13051 747-5000

the entry port. This allows the metal
shoulder of the connector to make 100
percent metal-to-metal contact with
the entry port, providing 100 percent
RFI integrity.
For additional information on RMS'
complete product line, call o, write
RMS CATV Division, 50 Antin Place,
Bronx, New York 10462, (212) 8921000.

Texscan
Offers New Sweep
System, MDS Equipment
Texscan/Theta-Com exhibited a
full line of test equipment, in addition
to a variety of distribution equipment
including amplifiers and passive devices. Additionally, the company displayed directional taps and afull line of
MDS equipment.
Texscan's new 99000 is a versatile
instrument composed of a sweep
generator, display oscilloscope, return
loss bridge and attenuators. The 9900C
provides bench sweep capability in a

and return loss, sweep testing of active
and passive devices, detecting illegal
hookups by interpretation of return
loss

patterns,

and

numerous

other

sweep measurements. Standard features include: medium persistence
phosphor on the CRT, 50-10-1 MHz
markers standard, provisions for four
additional markers, 4-350 MHz frequency range, +57 dBmV output, -±0.25
dB flatness, 1 dB step attenuator,
adjustable tilt, and internal switching
for dual trace display of test and
reference traces.

battery-generated, field ruggedized,
portable package. The size is 8 inches
x 13 inches x 10.5 inches, and the
weight, including battery, is approximately 25 pounds. Applications of the
new 99000 include: amplifier alignment, cable sweeping for insertion loss

range with 0.1 dB resolution. The
devices' digital dynamic range is 20 dB
within any individual attenuator position, and all attenuators can be switched
in 10 and 20 dB steps.
The FS-733B has many features
similar to Sadelco's FS-35C, and
maintains an accuracy of 2 dB. Its
circuitry and attenuation range have
been tailored to provide the basic re-

Test Gear from Sadelco

quirements for the CATV installer at a
low cost. The meter reads directly in
dBmV and microvolts to show exact

On display at the Sadelco, Inc. exhibit was an assortment of portable test

signal levels, and provides continuous
coverage of the 54 -216 MHz range for

instruments. Highlighted was the
Mark-3 low frequency adaptor. The
device utilizes the latest in balanced
mixers and operates with 0 dB inser-

VHF and FM; and 216-300 MHz range
for mid- and superband.

Texscan also introduced the XR1500 sweep signal generator. This unit
features excellent stability and low
residual FM. A unique phaselock
feature allows the XR-1500 to double
as asignal generator. One kHz residual
FM provides for testing devices with
less than 10 kHz bandwidth as well as
for signal generator applications. The
device features digital frequency display, and pushbutton controls provide
easy setup. This sweep generator
features superior frequency and amplitude accuracy. Exceptional flatness
and precision built-in RF attenuation
provide relative amplitude measurement accuracy of ±0.1 dB over narrow
ranges and ±0.5 dB over full 1500 MHz
range.

tion loss. The Mark-3's built-in attenuators enable it to handle signal levels
up to 60 dBmV.

The Theta-Corn Division of Texscan
offers an MDS converter, model TOC-

The model 260-B spectrum calibrator was also on hand. The 260-B (used

1. The device features an ultra stable

in conjunctior with a field strength
provides data directly in dB

crystal controlled oscillator. Specifications of the MDS converter include:

across the entire VHF spectrum continuously. The unit emits acontinuous

2.1-2.2 GHz frequency in, and any VHF
channels 2-13 frequency out; 30 dB

meter)

flat signal from 4.5 - 300 MHz, and
operates with an accuracy of ±0.25 dB

minimum gain; 5.5 dB noise figure; -40
to +140 degrees F temperature range;
-20 dB output test point; +55 dBmV

throughout its frequency range.
Also, several signal level meters
were featured: the Digit-Level-100 and
the FS-733B. The Digit-Level-100 SLM
features a unique display window containing a half-inch three-digit LED
readout and provides a 90 dB total

maximum output level; and 25 V AC
operating voltage.
For further details, contact Sadelco,
Inc., 299 Park Avenue, Weehawken,
New Jersey 07087, (201) 866-0912.

Texscan Corporation also features
a microwave converter, model MDC-3.
This device is a three band device
(Cont'd on page 44)
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@ Home Box Office, Inc 1979

Why gamble
with pay-TVperformance
when you can have
asure thing?
Home Box Office has the most successful record by far for launch
and after-launch growth. We're with you from the start, and we're
there all along the way.
HBO provides the most effective marketing and promotion support programs for our affiliates with custom-tailored plans and
materials for each system. So after we've worked with you on your
launch, we'll keep you moving in the right direction.
No guesswork, no misses—we're the most experienced and successful Pay-TV company in the business and you can place your bets
on that
The results are evident in our extraordinary percentages of pay
penetration of both cable and homes passed.
So call one of our General Managers now: Peter Frame (212)
841-4241, Bill Hooks (214) 387-8557, or Don Anderson
(213) 557-1010.

Where Performance is Fact.

ey,

SEE FOR YOURSELF.
THE MOST
RADIATION-PROOF
CABLES IN
THE INDUSTRY.
Today, when radiation from drop
cable has become a serious
concern to many people, Times
has taken action to alleviate the
problem significantly.
To begin with, we've developed
an instrument called the Radiometer which, for the first time,
measures radiation definitively.
Until now it was anyone's guess.
Radiation characteristics were
based on relative ratings and
not always accurate. But the
Radiometer measures capacitive coupling and transfer impedance. The characteristics of
the test sample and the test
chambers are measured separately. So now we have radiation data that's absolute, accuCA.C.TivE COW,. IMPEDANCE t2,1 VS
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rate and dependable.
Number two and more important, we've used the Radiometer
in Research and Development
to bring you improved drop
cable. How good is the cable?
Thanks to the Radiometer, you
can sec for yourself in the comparative tests shown on the right.
Times 2245, with its sealed foil/
double braid construction, is
proven to be far superior to
every other cable on the market.
The best competitive cable (a
sealed foil type) was higher in
transfer impedance and capacitive coupling. The worst competitive sample we tested was a
dry foil construction. And just as
a point of reference, we includ-

ed standard MIL SPEC RG59U,
the original CATV drop cable.
Not shown but also vital is data
taken after flexure testing. After
many hours of being subjected
to simulated severe wind conditions the radiation from one
competitor's cable increased
by a factor of 40. But the tough
construction of Times 2245 kept
it from degrading one iota.
What's more, we've improved all
of our drop cables. Times can
offer you cable with the lowest
radiation in every price range
construction. And this is no idle
boast. Radiometer tests prove it.
The Radiometer, however, isn't
limited to duty at the manufacturing level alone. CATV operators can utilizes its unique ability
to check quality of every reel of
drop cable purchased. That's
why -Imes is making the Radiometer Model TNX-247 on aproduction basis. Selling price:
S975.00 including three different
size test chambers to cover all
PG-59, PG-6 and RG-11 cable.
So now that radiation is such an
important issue, there's never
been a better time for Times —
our Radiometer and our drop
cable.
Times Wire 8( Cable, 358 Hall
Avenue, Wallingford, Ct., 06492.
800-243-6904.
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Times Wire &Cable
The #1 Cable Company

DIVISION OF TIMES FIBER COMMUNICATIONS, INC

(Cont'd from page 39)
designed specifically for CATV service. The MDC-3 permits the use of any
field strength meter or spectrum analyzer to perform measurements in
three microwave bands: MDS (2.1
GHz), TVRO (3.7 GHz) and CARS (12.7
GHz). The MDC-3 is a small, lightweight portable unit capable of AC or
DC powering or direct powering from
Texscan's portable spectrum analyzers. The optional band pass filter kit
adds increased accuracy and usefulness to the MDC-3. Utilizing these
filters and a VHF/UHF sweep generator, a microwave sweep signal can be
generated.
For additional information on Texscan/Theta-Corn's complete line of
products, contact Texscan Corporation, 2446 N. Shadeland Avenue, Indianapolis, Indiana 46219, (317) 3578781.

Wavetek Features New
Sweep Recovery System
Wavetek Indiana featured a variety
of equipment including a new microprocessor control sweep recovery
system, sweep signal generators,
CATV sweep test sets, display scopes
and attenuators.
Recently introduced by Wavetek is
the company's new model 1855/1865
sweep recovery system that makes full
use of microprocessor technology and
a unique new processed sweep technique to provide a combination of
accuracy, resolution and ease of
operation for frequency response
measurements. This revolutionary
system virtually eliminates subscriber
interference. Routine performance
tests/adjustments, FCC proof-of-performance flatness tests and troubleshooting can be accomplished day or

night. In addition to reliable performance, the system offers the following
standard features: minimum frontpanel controls, digital storage and
refreshed display, alphanumeric readout and a battery-saver. The Wavetek
processed system also incorporates a
sweep transmitter and a sweep analyzer.
For additional information on Wavetek's complete product line, write
or call Wavetek Indiana, Inc., 66 N.
First Avenue, Beech Grove, Indiana
46107, (317) 783-3221.

EARTH STATION EQUIPMENT
Dual Polarized
Antenna from Andrew
For 12.2-13.25 GHZ Band
Andrew Corporation presented its
complete line of earth station antennas, CARS band microwave antenna
systems and equipment. Of special
interest was the company's new dual
polarized antenna for the 12.2-13.25
GHz band. The dish is four feet in
diameter and meets Category B requirements of the FCC Rules and
Regulations, Part 94. Dual polarization
permits the use of asingle antenna for
two-channel operation, thus eliminating the need for asecond antenna.

Farinon Displays
Earth Station Equipment
Fan non Video showed various earth
station equipment, FM subcarrier
packages, clamper amplifiers, distribution amplifiers, specialized microwave test equipment, aportable microwave receiver and transmitters.

on the tower compared with using two
antennas. In CARS band applications,
minimum and cross-polarization discrimination of 25 dB minimum, permits
transmission of adjacent channels
(12.5 MHz separation) and optimum
frequency coordination. Compared
with other dual polarized antennas of
comparable size, purchase cost is 30 to
40 percent less.
For further details, call or write
Andrew Corporation, 10500 W. 153rd
Street, Orland Park, Illinois 60462,
(312) 349-3300.
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to extend the length of cable runs to as
much as 2,500 feet. Utilizing a dual
conversion IF heterodyne design, the
downconverter provides for manual
tuning over the 11.7 — 12.2 GHz band,
while offering a high degree of selectivity and immunity to noise. Antenna
connection is facilitated through a
short length of flexible waveguide,
minimizing losses or noise contribution ahead of the input. Metering,
alarm and intercom facilities are provided to aid setup and maintenance,
and self-contained power supplies are
available for use with 115 VAC, and -24
or -48 V DC sources. The components
of the FST 60594 downconverter are
housed in a rigid, weather-protected

The results of this approach are significantly lower cost and lower windload

isolation between inputs of 35 dB

the need for external equalization. An
optional equalizer/amplifier is available

tenna to convert incoming satellite
signals in the 11.7 — 12.2 GHz range to
a70 MHz IF output. The 70 MHz output

aluminum case. The top and side
mounted hand holds ease transport
and handling, and sturdy rails are
provided on the bottom to facilitate
mounting to the antenna supports. In
addition, a removable access door on
the rear of the unit exposes the distribution monitor which contains metering, alarm indications, control switches
and intercom jacks. Additional connectors are located on the bottom, and

connects to the optional baseband
treatment equipment with up to 500
feet of low cost coaxial cable, without

the antenna connection is accommodated at the waveguide flange at the
front of the downconverter.

One of the company's newest products was the 60594 earth station video
receive equipment—a compact, solid
state weather protected downconverter. This downconverter is designed for
direct mounting on earth station an-

For more information on Farinons

vision receiver through a low-loss

complete product line, contact Farinon

coaxial cable. At the input of the
receiver, a power divider provides for

Electric, 1691 Bayport, San Carlos,
California 94070, (415) 592-4120.

Channelcue®
Now in Production
Gardiner Communications featured
information on its complete line of
satellite earth stations and Channelcue®,

test and/or additional downlinks.
Separate video and audio outputs are
also provided. Frequency range of the
antenna RF subsystem is 3.7-4.2 GHz,
and antenna diameter is 6.1 meters (20
feet). Antenna gain is 46.5 dB +20 log
f/4 GHz, and cross polarization is 40 dB
minimum.
For more input on this unit, contact

a programmable video switcher.

Harris

The Western show featured aprototype of Channelcue®, now in full

Melbourne, Florida 32901, (305) 7276000.

production. This unit is a crystal
controlled programmable switcher
capable of up to 2,552 switch functions

Corporation,

P.O.

Box

1700,

Hughes Microwave Previews
Low-Cost Five-Meter Antenna

signal areas, and a less expensive focal
point feed for strong signal areas. The

with an internal preprogrammed color
character generator that can provide a
video message during nonprogrammed
hours. It is designed to prevent un-

The Microwave Communications
Products Division of Hughes Aircraft
featured a wide variety of products at

should additional gain be required at a
future date. The antenna mount permits 360 degree azimuth and 0-70
degree elevation adjustments to pro-

authorized carriage of programming
from earth station transponders and to

with threshold extension, a multichannel AML transmitter, an AML
receiver redundancy system, an out-

per week on as many as eight channels. The device is an A/B switcher

provide switching and substitute programming for network nonduplication
and syndicated exclusivity protection.
Channelcue® is programmed with a
ten-key pad using the digital clock on
the master panel. The clock is equipped
with standby power, and an LED
display shows the switching time, day,
channel number and program source.

its

booth: two 24-channel

receivers

door AML receiver and a high power
AML transmitter array. Highlighting
the exhibit was Hughes' new earth
station antenna that features two feed
options plus the ability to convert a
basic five-meter station to a high
performance six-meter system.

vide coverage of the complete orbital
arc and does not require orientation of
the antenna foundation pad. Antenna
and

mount

have been designed to

withstand windloads up to 87 mph
without performance degradation and
survival windloads in excess of 125
mph. A unique fiberglass composite
reflector structure achieves maximum
stiffness with low weight, and corrosion resistant hardware is used throughout. Options available include sidelobe

Display of the unit is page-by-page and
front panel switchable. Video is output

suppression shrouds and a base extender to provide additional ground
clearance.

color, one volt peak-to-peak.
For more input, contact Gardiner
Communications
South Post Oak

unit is also convertible to six-meters

Corporation, 1980
Road, Suite 2040,

Also highlighted at Hughes' exhibit
were the model SVR-461 and SVR-462
phase locked video receivers. Both

Houston, Texas 77056, (713) 961-7348.

receivers feature 24-channel selection
agility and threshold extension. The

Harris Offers SixMeter TVRO Terminal

SVR-461 unit has provisions for remote
tuning, useful for time sharing of
satellite channels. These integrated
receivers provide baseband video (1

Harris Corporation featured its sixmeter satellite earth station. The model
6200 terminal is fully FCC compliant,

volt peak-to-peak) and audio (+10
dBm) utilizing modular circuit assemblies including: a single down-

cost effective for video operators, and
provides quality video signals with
superior margin performance. The

converter (for reliability and simplic-

basic system consists of a rugged sixmeter antenna requiring minimum

processor, audio subcarrier demodu-

ity),

lator and associated power supplies
and control circuitry. FM threshold

installation time without the use of a
crane or heavy equipment. To improve
performance, a highly efficient Cassegrain feed subsystem is employed, and
a full equatorial coverage mount is

phase lock demodulator, video

Hughes

new

low-cost, five-meter

antenna is designed for use by CATV
system operators to receive satellite-

provided. The low noise amplifier,

transmitted television programming.
The new antenna is available.with two

GaAsFET, is housed on the antenna
which connects to the satellite tele-

feed options—a high-gain Cassegrain
design for maximum gain in weak

occurs at C/N of 5.5 dB.
Additional information may be
obtained by writing or calling Hughes
Microwave Communications Products, P.O. Box 2999, Torrance,
California 90509, (213) 5342146.
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Microdyne Features
Line of Satellite Equipment
The Microdyne display featured the
company's

Satro-5M satellite TVRO

antenna, the model 1100 TVR (X12)
frequency agile receiver, and the 1100FFC(X1) manually-tuned receiver.
The company's popular Satro-5M
five-meter satellite TVRO antenna is
designed to provide the CATV industry
with an economical, high performance
antenna capable of receiving both 4
GHz and 12 GHz transmissions from
current and projected geostationary
satellites. This small aperture antenna

Microwave Associates
Exhibits Satellite Receivers
Microwave Associates featured its
line of CATV satellite receivers, external frequency control units, 15 GHz
distribution systems, power amplifiers,
subcarrier demodulators, a CARS
band FM microwave system and an FM
CATV microwave relay.
Microwave's VR-4 is a low cost, all
channel satellite receiver designed for
the CATV industry. The frequency synthesizer in the dual downconverter
tunes any present or future channel

with its quarter megahertz frequency
stepping synthesizer. The receiver is
the same general size and appearance
as Microwave's VA-3. It also uses the
same plug-in modules resulting in a
compatibility of appearance and operation. The VA-4 is compatible with the
PAC-5 or PAC-6 series subcarrier
demodulators, enabling the operator
to receive additional voice, slow scan
video or data subcarrier material.
For more information, contact Microwave Associates, Inc., 63 Third Avenue, Building 5, Burlington, Massachusetts 01803, (617) 272-3100.

offers excellent performance, versatility, ease of transportation and quick
installation.

It

provides a minimum

gain of 44 dBi at 12 GHz and features
easy polarization, azimuth and elevation adjustments. Measured side lobes
are in compliance with FCC requirements
from the first lobe to 48 degrees off
boresight, and are below -10 dBi from
48 degrees. The antenna consists of a
precision-formed

parabolic

reflector

surface, a lightweight back-up structure and asteel pedestal that can easily
be installed by two men. The molded
fiberglass reflector consists of two
sections for ease of transportation.
The two antenna sections are supported by an extruded tubular aluminum back-up structure. The pedestal

Prodelin Shows
Earth Station Antennas

has asquare frame structure of welded
steel members measuring 4x7x7feet
mounted on a circular ring. This
structure rotates to provide a full 360
degree azimuth range. Two elevator

Prodelin, Inc. featured its earth station antennas, coaxial cable, waveguides and connectors at the NCTA
show.
Prodelin manufacturers earth sta-

struts vary the elevation setting with a
turnbuckle-type screw arrangement

tion antennas in 6, 8, 10, 12 and 15-foot

for fine positioning, and the telescop-

antennas cover 2.2 - 2.3 GHz, 2.25 2.69 GHz and 3.7 -4.2 GHz. Dual frequency antennas cover 3.7 -4.2/5.925 -

ing portion expands the range of
elevation from 10 degrees to 65 de-

diameters.

Plane and dual polarized

6.425 GHz and 11.6 - 12.2/14.0 - 14.3

grees.
For additional input on Microdyne's
product line, write or call Microdyne

GHz, allowing the user to retain the
same reflector despite use of ever

Corporation, 627 Lofstrand Lane,
Rockville, Maryland 20850, (301) 7628500.

higher frequencies for satellite service.
The eight through 15-foot reflectors
are available in two and four interlocking sections for easier transportation
and field installation. Made of fiberglass, the antennas resist dents, and a
slight tap with arubber mallet is all that
is needed to dislodge most ice accumulation. An excellent feature of the earth
station antennas is the simplified
mount that allows a single operator to
change the orientation to receive any
other satellite within the visable geostationary arc.
Prodelin's Spir-O-Guide CC ellipti-
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cal waveguide is manufactured from
high conductivity copper, precision
formed into an elliptical cross section.
The corrugated design imparts crush
strength, dimensional stability and
flexibility. A black polyethelene jacket
is extruded over the corrugated waveguide to
shipping,

provide protection during
handling and installation.

The waveguide is available in continuous lengths to eliminate bends,
joints, splices and flex-twist sections in
order to preserve the lowest possible

VSWR. These waveguides are offered

hotels and motels. The HMA-1200 is

of this system is the use of a carrier

in "Standard" form — recommended
for medium and low capacity radio

designed to integrate the energy

current signal impressed on the hotel's
existing AC power wiring for control

delay systems, and "Super Premium"
with tunable transitions for high capacity systems. The two differ only in
VSWR performance. Spir-O-Guide is
available in bulk lengths or in speci-

management procedure in the front
desk clerk's function. A master control
unit at the front desk permits the desk
clerk to control each guest's room

need for any new control wiring throughout the hotel.

heating and air conditioning unit. The

For further details on S-A's com-

master control will also automatically

plete product line, write or call ScientificAtlanta, Inc., 3845 Pleasantdale Road,

fied lengths, with factory-attached

schedule on and off times for lights,

connectors.

heating and cooling equipment in

For more input, contact Prodelin,

messages, thereby eliminating the

common areas. An important feature

Atlanta, Georgia 30340, (404) 4492000.

Inc., P.O. Box 131, Hightstown, New
Jersey 08520, (609) 448-2800.

Earth Station,
Energy Package
From Scientific-Atlanta
Scientific-Atlanta's exhibit featured
several new innovations: a 4.6—meter
TVRO antenna, a series of receivers,
and an energy conservation package
for hotels and motels. Also on display
were S-A's complete line of CATV
headend products, and the series 6500
trunk amplifiers and line extenders.
Scientific-Atlanta's new model 8005
4.6-meter Cassegrain antenna was on
display at the NCTA show. Performance of the new antenna is said to
offer equal performance of larger
prime focus antennas. The new TVRO
incorporates 12 metal panels formed
using a die-stamp technique, and the
panels can be interchanged or replaced in the field.
S-A also introduced a new series of
receivers. The model 6601 is a single
channel TVRO receiver, and the model
6602 is a frequency agile radio. The

U.S. Tower
Shows New Antennas
United States Tower Company
introduced its new SAT FLEC III series
of four- and five-meter satellite receive
dishes that feature aunique bonding of
ahighly reflective fiberglass skin over a
rigid and lightweight all-aluminum
dish. The new series is an improved
production model of the company's
popular all-aluminum six-meter dish
that has been in production during
recent years. The five-meter model,
called the 5MDF, features a dual feed
antenna and a prime focus feed with
capabilities to adapt to Cassegrain
feed. The four-meter 4MLF features

States Tower Company, P.O. Drawer

linear feed and an electronic selfrotation polarization change kit stan-

"S", Afton, Oklahoma 74331, (918) 2574257.

Winegard Enters MDS Market
Winegard Company had an assortment of antennas and RF distribution
products on display, although highlighting the exhibit was its new MDS

single channel radio can be adapted to
the frequency agile status by changing
out the tuner module. Up to three
subcarriers are possible, and threshold

dard with each dish. It is targeted for
the smal1 cable television systems and
the hotel/motel markets where a limited number of cable installations are
required.
For additional input, contact United

receiving package.
The low-cost MDS package, aimed
at the single-family-residence, includes the receiving antenna, acrystalcontrolled downconverter and apower
supply/post amplifier. Designed to
work as a system, the three components, after being mounted in their
respective locations, are simply interconnected by coaxial cable. The antenna and downconverter mount are
on acommon mast, while the power sup-

-

extension is standard on the unit.
The company has also introduced a
new energy conservation package for

•

ply/post amplifier must be sheltered
from the weather and conveniently
located near a source of 120 V, 60 Hz

•
see

power. The receiving antenna consists
of asingle active 1/2-wave dipole and a
passive reflector located at the focal
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point of the parabolic-shaped reflector. The downconverter, in order to
convert the 2150-2162 MHz signals,
employs a crystal-controlled oscillator. The MDS antenna is available in
two models, the PT-1800 and the
smaller PT-1000.
For additional details, contact
Winegard Industries, 3002A Winegard
Drive, Burlington, Iowa 52601.
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CABLE EQUIPMENT
ga.

solid

bare copper-covered steel

Belden Features
New Cable, General Catalog

wire conductor, cellular polythylene

Belden's exhibit featured its fiber-

augmented by 40 percent aluminum

dielectric, Duofoil" foil-film-foil shield
braid, and black PVC jacket. Nominal

optic line of cable, Dual Bond il drop
cable, the UNIREEL pack and the
UNIREEL sling, and the company's

OD for both is 0.405 inches.
For more information on Belden's

new catalog. Attention was focused on
Belden's recently introduced 11/U-

Corporation, 2000 S. Batavia Avenue,

type MATV coaxial cables. Both designs (Nos. 9011 and 9012) utilize a 14

complete line of cables, contact Belden
Geneva, Illinois 60134, (312)
565-1200.

generation cable. The company has
changed its name to Systems Communications Cable, Inc.
The company introduced GID-3
Plus, its third-generation low loss
cable with improved construction and
easy handling properties. The GID-3
Plus is a 75 ohm aluminum sheathed
coaxial cable incorporating polyethylene gas injected dielectric. Features of
the new cable include seamless aluminum sheath, expanded polyethylene
dielectric, and copper or copper clad

For more data, write to CCS Hatfield Communication Products, Inc.,

CCS Hatfield Shows
Complete Cable Line

5707 West Buckeye Road, P.O. Box

CCS Hatfield's display included the

14710, Phoenix, Arizona 85063.

company's complete line of aluminum
sheath coaxial cable, featuring firstand third-generation gas-injected

GK

Technologies,

Inc.,

formerly

General Cable, highlighted its exhibit
with its fused disc coaxial and fiberoptic cables.
GK's AT fiberoptic cable provides
excellent performance, high reliability,
is rugged and suitable for installation
in any environment and under all
conditions.

Type AT cable may

be

operated under gas pressure to provide alarm service in case of sheath
perforation, ease in sheath fault location and the exclusion or retardation of

For more information, contact Systems Communications Cable, Inc.,
3500 S. 30th Street, Phoenix, Arizona
85040, (602) 268-8744.

Cables and
Catalog from Times Wire

armored cable and the GID Ill series
copperclad aluminum center conductor cable.

Cable from GK Technologies

aluminum conductor.

water at afault. The cable's center core
is strengthened with a central copper
wire which can also serve as an electrical conductor.
For more details, contact GK Technologies, Inc., 500 West Putnam Avenue, Greenwich, Connecticut 06830,
(203) 661-0100.

Systems Wire & Cable
Changes Company Name
At the NCTA show, Systems Wire &
Cable, Inc., announced a corporate
name change and introduced its third-

Times Wire and Cable Company's
exhibit offered avariety of products for
inspection. On display were several
types of coaxial cables from the Lumifoam Ill, Alumifoam II and Alumifoil
series; along with the 2200 series RG
59/U and RG 6/U cables.
Fiberoptics was also featured in the
exhibit. The display included a fiberoptic earth

station

link

package,

a

variety of fiberoptic components and
its line of fiberoptic cables.
For additional product information,
contact Times Wire and Cable Company, Wallingford, Connecticut, (203)
265-2361 or Phoenix, Arizona, (602)
278-5576.

The Technology Leader
For CATV or MDS
Pa TVE
I
Call Van Nuys, Ca. (213)989-4535 — Atlanta, Ga. (404)993-7249
or Write TEST ITanner Electronic Systems Technology, Inc.
16130 Stagg Street, Van Nuys, Ca. 91409

SECURITY/CONVERTERS
Security Devices From AEL

affecting any other signals. With the
IT-1G, there is no need to rewire current loop through systems, and the unit

AEL featured its model AEL-DCV
dual-channel converter unscrambler.

is designed with standby memory
power to maintain system conditions

This device is designed for the fullyloaded, 12-channel system. The AELDCV converts and unscrambles two

during AC power outages. Each IT-1G
can be monitored to verify correct

midband or superband, non-adjacent
channels to a lowband channel. Frequency range input is 126-168 MHz or

operation and detection of tampered
units.
The IT-6 intelligent tap is designed
with six independently switchable
outputs and also furnishes six inde-

216-264 MHz. Frequency range output
are on channels 2, 3, or 4.

5 dB min. (54-300 MHz). The noise
figure is 9 dB max. and cross-modula-

Also on display was the AEL-D
descrambler. This unit is an on-chan-

tion (with a35-channel input) is -57 dB

pendent control voltages for operating

at +15 dBmV input.
For more data, contact AEL CATV

external pay traps or slave taps. The
unit can be used as a system building

Communications Division,

block and can be configured to switch
a number of different inputs to a multi-

nel scramble/descramble system that
can be used on any channel of either a
12-channel system or in conjuction
with a converter. Gain on the device is

Addressable Taps
from Delta-Benco-Cascade

552,

Lansdale,

P.O. Box

Pennsylvania

19446,

(215) 822-2929.

tude of outputs in an unlimited fashion,
providing control of multiple pay,
MATV and CATV services. Other fea-

The IT-1G pay trap, recently unveiled at the Western show, is well
suited for hotels and motels where

Delta-Benco-Cascade Ltd. featured, along with its full line of CATV
equipment, its IT-1G loop through

basic service is provided free and apay
channel can be controlled locally from
within the premises or remotely, from a

intelligent pay-TV trap and its second
generation of addressable taps designed with six outputs.

central location via acable system. The
device can render a specified television

channel

unintelligible,

without
IN

ei

tures of the IT-6 include RF/IF switching, all ports matched when on or off,
and custom LSI logic control with
pariety checking for reliable control.
For further details, contact DeltaBenco-Cascade, Ltd., 124 Belfield
Road, Rexdale, Ontario, Canada M9W
1G 1, (416) 241-2651.
710-006-01
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Eagle Features ThreeChannel Block Converter
The Eagle exhibit featured the
double eagle system negative and
positive trapping for double security,
scramblers and descramblers, notch
filter traps, band pass filters and
special-application traps for all channels including midband.
Of special interest was the company's
new three-channel block converter.
This unit is crystal controlled with
power line filtering. The device converts G, H and Ito channels 2, 3and 4.

model are ruggedness, reliability and
serviceability. The control unit, which
is subject to the most abuse, is lightweight, molded of high impact plastic,
and resistant to moisture. The touchtype keyboard is sealed against moisture and contact corrosion. The interconnecting cable used is an ultra-

tuned to the channel that was being
viewed before the programming mode
was entered. This channel number is
redisplayed when the CHAN ENT
button is released. The programmed
channels can then be recalled in
sequence by individual presses on the
keyboard's CHAN RCL button. The
electronics unit uses a digitallycontrolled phase-locked loop frequency synthesizer to tune the chan-

flexible type, and can be replaced by
simply releasing and unplugging its

nels. Because all frequencies are
referenced to a single crystal oscil-

connectors at the control and electronic units. Another major feature of
the unit is ease of operation. A channel
can be selected and tuned instantaneously by touching two numbered
keys in sequence, after which the
microcomputer sends a digital signal
to the electronics unit which tunes the
channel. The microcomputer has the
capacity of remembering up to ten
subscriber programmable channels.
The desired channels are entered into
memory by holding the CHAN ENT
button located on the bottom of the
control unit while entering the channels that are to be viewed in sequence.

lator, the converter requires no fine
tuning and, even on aset without AFC,
the TV receiver's fine tuning control
can be set once and never touched
again, except for cases of TV receiver
drift. Channels 37, 38 and 39 are

factory assigned any frequency between 50-300 MHz. When one of these
channels is selected, an output is
provided which turns on the proper
descrambler and tunes the channel
frequency. Each channel provides a
separate output to allow up to threetier pay service.

When the last channel is entered, the
button is released and the microcomputer returns to the channel selection
mode. While the channels are being
programmed, the TV receiver remains

For additional input, contact GTE
Sylvania CATV Operation, 10841 Pellicano Drive, El Paso, Texas 79935
(800) 351-2345 or call (915) 5913555.

Intercept Unveils
Pay Security System

metal cable closure, pay security
equipment and block converters.
Of particular interest was the new
addressable pay-TV security system
called the UHS Pay-TV System. The

receiver through a rugged, flexible
multi-conductor cable. The major
considerations in the design of this

Gain is -0 +3 dB and the noise figure is
11 dB. Isolation input-output is -65 dB
and cross-modulation is -65 dB min.
+15 dBmV in. Output return loss is 16
dB min. and input return loss is 18 dB
min. The block converter features all
P.C. board construction and employs
an I.C. regulated power supply.
The Double Eagle security system
combines the effectiveness of both the
Eagle 2-DF positive descrambler and
the 2-NF negative trap to provide twotiered security. The model 2-DF is an
indoor/outdoor audio and video descrambler for pay-TV applications. This
descrambler is available for channels
2-7, including midband. For security,
a tamper-proof security shield covers
the unit, and special tools are required
for installation and.removal. This unit
will withstand 200 VAC from the center
conductor to the sheath, and the
frequency response is flat +0.5 dB,
5-300 MHz. Impedance is 75 ohms, and
the decoding level is -50 dB min. at
temperature extremes (nominal -70
dB).
For more information on Eagle's
complete line of equipment, contact
Eagle Comtronics, Inc., P.O. Box 93,
Phoenix, New York 13135, (315) 6382586.

GTE Sylvania Displays
Programmable Converter
Products exhibited by GTE Sylvania
featured the model 4012 midband to
UHF converter, the complete series of
transmission electrical equipment, and
a live demonstration of the 4041 programmable converter.
The company's model 4041 is a
wired remote converter which consists
of a small, handheld, calculator-style
control unit connected to an electronics unit (RF processor) at the TV
50 C-ED July 79

Intercept's display offered avariety
of CATV drop materials, the PED 6000

reserved for pay-TV or other special
channels and can be service shop or

system is addressable from the headend or office and can decode any
combination of 36 channels. This
system is a new method of adding
midband and superband channels to
any system while allowing the operator
to secure any channel combination.
The memory feature stores up to 36

Jerrold Unveils
PlayCable, New Converters
Jerrold Electronics Corporation's
exhibit featured a new line of set top
and remote converters, Starline 300
amplifiers with code-operated switch

channels and synthesized channel
frequencies eliminate fine tuning.
Additionally, the microcomputer's

and upgraded remote status monitoring, the Commander Ill processor,
modulator and demodulator, taps and
connectors, and PlayCable—a new

solid state design assures reliability.

video game/home computer system.

The security system is available in two
models: the UHS 36 will convert and
decode 36 channels to channels 3 and
4, while the UHS 9 will convert and
decode all mid and VHF channels.

PlayCable is an equally-owned joint
venture by Jerrold and Mattel Electronics. The new home video system is
capable of functioning in both one-

Both versions are compatible within

and two-way cable television systems,
and will enter field trials in the fall.

the same system to allow for future

sembly and assembly, minimizing
repair time and costs. A detachable
control cord allows simple field removal and replacement of the control
cord, and varactor pushbuttom tuning
provides instant, direct access.
Jerrold also featured the upgraded
new Series Il 30-channel RSC converters. The RSC is a 30-channel system
consisting of a remote-control, pushbutton selector with fine tuning. It's
designed for set-top or table-top use,
and has an RF converter module for
rear-of-set or wall-mounting. The two
units are interconnected by a rugged,
20-foot three-wire line. The 30 channels are divided into two bands of 15
channels each. A rocker-type switch
on the pushbutton console is used to
select the desired band of channels,
activated directly by depressing the
numbered push buttons. Options for
this unit include automatic frequency
control or remote set on/off.

expansion.
Intercept also featured its ICM twoand four-output multi-taps. The ICM
series provides two- or four-way subscriber taps over a broad range of tap
values. Modular design enables the
operator to remove the base plate and
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circuit board as a unit without removing the center seize or the strand
mounting. The housing is fabricated

Sylvania will make the Mattel part of
the system, an Intellivision terminal

from a corrosion resistant aluminum
alloy, and stainless steel hardware is
used throughout. The housing and all
ports have separate moisture sealing
gaskets and the subscriber ports have

which can be purchased separately for
$250.00. Jerrold will supply the headend and adapter. The player houses a
microprocessor developed by General
Instrument Corporation's Microelec-

a puncture sealing rubber membrane.
All connector ports, including subscriber ports, have large shoulders and
anti-slip ribs for use with shrink sleev-

tronics group, which will be the control
center for all programs. The micropro-

Also featured by Jerrold was the
Starline 300 distribution system for

cessor unit generates all the required
standard television synchronizing and

urban CATV markets. This system
features redundant amplifiers and

ing. The unit can be either messenger

color information. The Mattel terminal

or pedestal mounted.
For additional information, contact
Intercept Corporation, 140 Delawanna
Avenue, Clifton, New Jersey 07014,

and Jerrold adapter are linked together
to form PlayCable. Sports games, said
to be designed with strategies based

power packs to insure uninterrupted
service, and the housing and chassis

(201) 471-2212.

1,001

are completely passive. Plug-in modules with versatile housing-and-chassis

on computer analyses of actual game
play, and a library of educational
services will be available for users. The

designs allow economical expansion
and configurability, including dual

Jerrold adapter, priced about $50.00,

are employed in the plug-in modules,
with direct heat-sinking of chips to

will permit access to the educational
services library which will be located at
the cable operator's headend or office.
Jerrold's newest converter addition
is the StarCom II 36-channel conver-

trunk in a single housing. Hybrid ICs

housing walls for efficient heat dissipation. Reversible return-amp locations
in the connector chassis facilitates
system alignment and allows con-

ter. The new unit comes in two versions:

struction of supertrunk systems. Addi-

the JRX has remote capability, and the

tionally, filters and equalizers have
been designed to work in pairs for
maximum flatness and minimum chroma
delay, and separate surge protectors

JSX

is a set-top converter.

Perfor-

mance of the converters features low
noise figure, double conversion, high
signal level capability, RF shielding
and oscillator rejection. Options for
the converter include: Starpack pay
controller option (factory installed),
TV set on/off, and offset frequency
assignment. The unit is of modular
construction, allowing quick disas-

and thermal circuit breakers provide
current and overvoltage protection.
For more input on Jerrold's complete line of equipment, contact Jerrold
Electronics Corporation, P.O. Box 487,
Hatboro,

Pennsylvania 19040,

(215)

674-4800.
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Oak Introduces
New Pay Products

Videotext. The addressable 35-channel
converter/decoder enables system

initially up to 800 pages—in less than
five minutes. All data can be transmit-

operators to offer secure, multi-tier,

ted within an existing channel. How-

Oak Communications CATV Divi-

premium programming that can add

ever, the system can be further ex-

sion has expanded its pay product
lines with the introduction of seven
new units, including "TotalControl"

extra revenue from add-on subscriber

panded by dedicating additional video
scanning lines within one CATV channel to increase either the system capacity or speed of operation by afactor of

Videotext, asecure information system
designed to present alphanumeric
data in "electronic newspaper" form.

demand for special shows. Combined
with the "TotalControl" system, the
converter/decoder offers built-in security of programming and equipment.

more than 100 times. In addition to
words, colorful graphic displays—
such as a linear chart to illustrate
growth of a particular stock- or a block

These new products included: the
"TotalControl" 35-channel converter/

picture of a diver to advertise com-

decoder; "TotalControl" Videotext;
Moduline series D-39, asynthesized 39-

munity swimming lessons—also can
be displayed on-screen.

channel converter; the RL-35, a wired
remote fine-tuning converter; Econo-

Oak

also

introduced the Econo-

Line Thirty-Five, an economically
priced 35-channel converter; a fine-

Line Thirty, an economical, 30-channel converter with manual fine tuning

tuned midband block converter; and

that

second-level security option, asystem

ously found only in higher priced units.
The unit is particularly suited for small
system operators who want to eco-

which enables operators extra control
over service and equipment.
Oak's "TotalControl" system, introduced in May 1979, allows operators to
deliver multiple tiers of premium
entertainment and information by
remote control from the headend. This
system includes computer installation,
software programming, addressable
home terminals, operator personnel
training, billing assistance, and ongoing maintenance services. When a
new or existing subscriber orders a
program, acontrol computer sends the
message to the signal controller. The
control signal generator then passes
the message through the headend
equipment. Once activated by the
headend equipment, control signals
travel over the cable system into an
addressable converter/decoder in a
subscriber's home. Two types of control signals—an addressing signal and
a program level signal for every channel being controlled—move over the
cable system. The addressing signal

"TotalControl" Videotext was developed by Oak to offer CATV system
operators total control of information
transfer. A wide range of Videotext
information, ranging from local comparative shopping to nationwide airline
schedules, can be transmitted from a
control center into the home, decoded
by an Oak addressable decoder, and
displayed in color on the television
screen. Remote control of data from
the system operator's headend ensures
that subscribers receive only those
programs for which payment has been
made. Videotext data is organized into
full-screen pages of 24 rows of characters. A subscriber may key in any
one page in sequential order or rapidly
scan all pages arranged in a cycle—

RCA Shows New
Products, Full CATV Line

pre-authorizes the decoder to decode
specific program levels such as pay

RCA Cablevision Systems featured
its full line of CATV headend, distribu-

movies, newswires, super stations, the

tion and subscriber equipment at the

Christian Broadcast Network, or a

NCTA show. The display also included

combination of programs—up to eight

the new 36-channel set top converters,
a new generation of hybrid amplifiers

levels. Each channel carrying a controlled program is "tagged," or encoded, with aprogram level identifying
the signal at the time the program is
shown. The decoder compares the
program level "tag" of any channel
selected by the subscriber, and permits decoding only if the "tag" signal
matches a program level for which the
decoder has been pre-authorized.

and new high
components.

performance

passive

Of particular interest was RCA's
new 36-channel set top converter
featuring a high reliability rotary
switch channel selector with only one
moving contact. The new converter
exceeds the reliability of push button
or slide switches and is available in

Oak's "TotalControl" system incor-

both one piece and cord remote ver-

porates a converter/decoder and

sions.The converter maintains a cool
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incorporates

capabilities

previ-

nomically add more channels. The new
converter enables cable system operators to furnish subscribers with broadcast signals, time, weather, news,
stock options and local origination
programming. The unit employs advanced electronic technology to ensure greater frequency stability. With a
noise figure of 13 dB, the converter
compares favorably with the industry
norm. Its wide dynamic range enables
operation over avariety of input levels,
from -6 to +15 dBmV. Econo-Line
Thirty is priced at $37.50 per unit in
5,000 lot quantities, with a 90-day lead
time.
For additional input, contact Oak
Communications CATV Division, Crystal Lake, Illinois 60014, (815) 459-5000.

case temperature and has a low power
consumption. With the standard 36channel version, channels 2or 3can be
chosen as output channels, and channel 4 is available on special order.
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SATELLITE VIDEO RECEIVERS

Reliable Performance

Module construction simplifies maintenance and allows
module interchangeability between unit types except for

Scientific Communications has designed the SR-4000 and
SR-5000 Satellite Video Receivers to exceed cost/perfor-

synthesizer/LO source modules.

Simplified Testing

mance criteria expected of CATV earth stations. Quality
picture and sound reception at alife cycle cost that provides

Both receivers were engineered to provide asimple method

aprofit.

of testing in an operational environment. A meter and selector switch on the front panel permit the monitoring of critical

Fully Agile or Fixed Channel

voltages and the IF monitor output is available at the front
panel. An AGC/MGC switch and amanual gain adjustment

The SR-4000 is afully agile, synthesized 24 channel select-

are also located on the front panel. The rear panel contains
an auxiliary video output to allow monitoring of video per-

able model. An LED readout indicates the transponder number selected by thumbwheel switches. The SR-5000 is the
fixed channel version. Transponder selection is accom-

formance without disrupting programming and an extra pair
of audio outputs to facilitate audio monitoring.

plished by the selection of acrystal and binary code on a five

Subcarrier Demodulator Option

position dip switch.

Compact Modular Construction

This feature is pre-wired on all units so that the addition of a

The compact design of these units allows two receivers to

audio, slow scan TV or other software offered by the programming originators.

printed circuit card can provide up to four subcarriers for

be mounted in astandard 19 inch rack only 31/
2 inches high.

SCIENTIFIC COMMUNICATIONS, INC.
3425 Kingsley Road, Garland, Texas

75041 TEL

2929 Eskridge Road, Fairfax, Virginia

(214) 271-3685 TWX 910-860-5172

22031 TEL

(703) 698-1450

The company also unveiled a new

157 for dual trunk, single feeder, sub-

an All Call or Service request mode

generation of hybrid amplifiers incorporating many advanced electrical and
mechanical features. Electrical specifications of the new amplifiers have

split systems, model 172 for dual trunk,

for alarms and interrupts. All modes

single feeder, mid-split systems and
the model 177 "Transportation" ampli-

are available in each controller and can

been improved for noise, crossmodulation and composit triple beat. A
die-cast heat sink and module enclosure has improved module protection
and heat dissipation. Surge arrestors
plug in from the top on the new series
and do not require removal of the
module covers. The new amplifier line
includes model 152 for single trunk,
single feeder, sub-split systems; model

fier for single cable headend-to-hub or
hub-to-hub systems.
RCA has also developed anew high

co-exist on the same system carrier.
The UADT is available with six modules: a TV and pay module, a security
module (including entry alarms, alert

nents that includes a wide range of
two-, four- and eight-way subscriber

panel and alarm warning), an energy
conservation module for load shedding and temperature turndown, a util-

taps, directional coupler, splitters and
a power inserter. One of the most

installer's test and set up module.

important features of the new passive
component line is acenter seize which

For additional information, write to
C. B. Schrock and Associates, Inc.,

is mounted in the housing for superior

2040 S.W. 187th Avenue, Aloha, Ore-

strength,

gon 97005.

performance line of passive compo-

not on a circuit board. A

beveled screw reduces the chance of
cutting the center conductor. The RCA
taps and trunk passive also feature low
insertion loss and a full 5 -300 MHz
operating range. An interlocking RFI
flange exceeds FCC required performance for radiation and eliminates the
need for a conductive RFI gasket.
Modular construction allows the base
plate and the circuit board to be
removed as a unit without disturbing
the center seize or the strand mounting. The passive components have
been designed for easy, efficient installation and maintenance, and can be

ity meter reading module, and an

TEST Offers
Pay-TV Security Equipment
The TEST exhibit offered pay-TV
security equipment for CATV and
MATV application, and acomplete line

either messenger or pedestal mounted. An integral hanger eliminates the
need for an extra bracket when the
trunk cable passes the tap.
For further information, contact
RCA Cablevision Systems, 7355 Fulton
Avenue, N. Hollywood, California
91605, (213) 764-2411.
of MDS receiving equipment and

Schrock Displays New
Universal Home Terminal
C. B. Schrock and Associates featured a new universal home terminal
for providing pay-per-view security
and energy controls in the home. Also
presented was an audio talkback system able to conduct classroom lectures via two-way cable.
The data handling system utilizes a
universal addressable data terminal
(UADT). The system is amicroprocessor based controller that converts the
cable to a data "bus" and then reads
the bus back into the cable. Functional

utility demand reading, and sophisticated data services such as credit card
verification and point of sale terminals
are all easily accommodated with
specialty modules. Headend control
and protocol (or language) of the system is also very basic. The ASCII standard found on most teletype and home
computers is used for all commands.
To interrogate a box in the system,
typing four ASCII characters selects
any box, two more characters select
the module and a question mark (?)
interrogates the status of the box. The
sub-modules are also controlled (such
as turning off lights or afurnace) with a

modules containing a minimum of
hardware are then plugged onto this

two-character command. The microprocessor based controller uses afast,

bus. Modules in production today
include CATV, pay, security and ener-

accurate data format, and has a number of operating modes including a

gy. The capability for any other ser-

Simple mode for home alarms, a

vices such as polling of subscribers,

Complex mode for data services, and
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accessories.
TEST also announced a new addition to its popular MDS downconverter
line, the battery-operated downconverter, model MDSC-MC-B. Featuring
the sensitivity of TEST's MDSC-MC
package, the size of this new selfcontained antenna-downconverter
combination provides the system
operator with the means for quick and
simplified field surveys and antenna
orientation, thus eliminating the need
for AC line cords. This unit may be
used with a field strength meter or the
TEST companion unit, ASM-1 television survey monitor.
TEST also offered its SB-1 scramble
booster. Multiple apartment and hotel
MATV systems often require input
levels in excess of 1 volt for signal
distribution. To enable the TEST EC
and LS scrambling signals to achieve
these high levels, the 15 dB gain

scramble booster amplifier is offered
by the company. The broad bandwidth
and low distortion characteristics of

standard channel operation. The converter does not require tuning by the
customer, and all functions are con-

this amplifier makes it useful in other
headend applications. The internal
power supply is highly filtered to

and by the TV set channel selector.
Of considerable interest is the

maintain high isolation from the AC

TOCOM/Dow Jones new information

trolled by the controller bypass switch

From there, the signals travel via
satellite to the company's Princeton,
New Jersey, data base, and the desired
information is usually on its way back
within moments. Business executives
can retrieve pertinent financial data on
any company of their choosing merely
by typing out a few code letters and
numbers on a small Apple Home

line, and the hybrid amplifier used in

retrieval service. The user accesses

the SB-1 is capable of running at high
levels without compressing or producing spurious signals.
For additional information, contact

the system in seconds by typing the
appropriate Dow Jones News Retrieval
Codes on the home computer keyboard. The signals travel to the micro-

TEST, Inc., 16130 Stagg Street, Van

processor terminal via coaxial cable—

Nuys, California 91406, (213) 9894535.

instead of telephone lines—to a
TOCOM Ill-A central data system
mini-computer. The computer routes
the request via dedicated lines to Dow

This new system, however, is still in a

Jones' Regal Row facility in Dallas.

Texas 75247, (214) 438-7691.

Traps and Tracers from Vitek

dB range; a crystal-controlled local
oscillator; can be run off of its internal,
NICAD battery pack (four size AA
cells); off of its AC charger/adapter, or

Displayed at the Vitek Electronics,
Inc. exhibit were a variety of pay-TV
products including single- and multichannel traps, bandpass filters and

TOCOM Features
Converter/Descram bier
And Dow Jones System
TOCOM's exhibit featured the Paymate converter/descrambler, the
TOCOM interactive system, a threechannel block converter, a36-channel
infrared wireless baseband converter,
and the Dow Jones information retrieval service.
The company's Paymate converter/
descrambler is designed to convert
selected midband channels to channel
2, 3 or 4. The unit is installed on the
cable prior to the TV input and employs
a band-pass switch that turns the
converter off and allows normal VHF
signals to pass directly to the TV set. A
channel selector on the converter

band-reject filters.
One of the featured products was
the latest addition to Vitek's line of
cable traps for pay-TV security—a
combination midband/superband
band-reject trap. The trap, along with a
midband (Channels A-G) and/or
superband (Channels L-W) bandreject trap will allow asystem operator
to trap out both the midband and the
superband, or either one by itself. The
device will enable a system interested
in multi-tiered service to market

Computer keyboard located—along
with a standard TV set, a TOCOM
microprocessor terminal and athermal
printing device—in their residences.
test stage.
For additional information, contact
TOCOM, Inc., P.O. Box 47066, Dallas,

off of a 12 volt car battery; the unit
measures approximately four inches
by six inches by two inches, and
weighs .7 kilograms (1 1
/
2pounds). Both
units can operate with any one of the
standard TV video carriers, eliminating
the need for a special transmitter.
Additionally, both receivers emit a
recognizable audio tone when leakage
is detected, allowing for unmistakable
CATV system checks.
For more information, call or write
Vitek Electronics, Inc., 4Gladys Court,
Edison, New Jersey 08817, (201) 2873200.

premiums plus blocks of channels in
the mid and superbands.
Vitek also had the Tracer line of RF
leakage detection receivers on display.
The Tracer comes in two models, the
TR-1 and TR-2. Specifications of the
TR-1 include: a receiver sensitivity of
-86 dBmV from a 74 ohm source; the
meter display incorporates a linear
signal strength scale reading from -20

alternately tunes the midband chan-

to +20 dB with center zero and ±1 dB
accuracy; a crystal-controlled local

nels to the pre-determined channel 2,3
or 4. The fine tuning assures that the
scrambled signal is tuned precisely to

oscillator; the unit can run off of its
internal, rechargeable gel cell battery,
off of its AC charger/adapter, or off of a

the proper frequency for descrambling.
TOCOM also features a three-

12-volt car battery; measures approximately eight inches by five inches by
six inches; and weighs 2.27 kilograms

channel block converter which is used
between the cable drop and the cus-

(5 pounds). The TR-2 specifications
include: a receiver sensitivity of -76

tomer's TV set to convert three midband channels (G, H and I) to three

dBmV from a75 ohm source; the meter
display utilizes a three region display

16 picture on a single channel trans-

lowband channels (2, 3 and 4), or to
bypass the converter function for

which, in conjunction with the gain
control, allows for readings over a 30

mission system. This system allows 16
pictures to be displayed on one screen

Barco Unveils
Mosaic System
Barco/Elector introduced the first
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in a 4 x4 format. Sixteen independent

programs being transmitted on other

microprocessor data display system

non-synchronous video signals derived from sources such as off-air
signals, cable, tape and cameras can
be processed and transmitted on one

channels.
For additional information, contact

which utilizes the latest in design and
microcomputer technology. The sys-

Barco's representative; E & 0 Systems,
Ltd., 2998 Scott Blvd., Santa Clara,

tem provides individual stand-alone,
microprocessor based displays which

composite master video signal or for

California 95050, (408) 727-1506.

distribution on one channel of aCATV
system. In a CATV system, up to 16
incoming programs can be monitored
for picture content, interruptions or
failures. Additionally, one channel of a

are totally software formated, making it
simple to customize the format to
accomplish almost any type of display

Computer Video's
Compuvid®-I System

CATV system can be reserved for the
transmission of the picture Mosaic, to

Computer Video Systems, Inc., offers

offer subscribers a survey of the

the third generation Compuvid 8 -1

objective. Many standard features and
functions of the device are the EIA RS170 color sync generator, the built-in
memory to protect battery and charger; seven hue generators plus black
level; three video outputs, two program
and one edit with cursor display; and
the ODD-1 display chassis. The display
system contains two cards (video and
control)

which

are

interchangeable

and provide easy maintenance. It is
also equipped with front panel data
input LED indicators and voltage test
points. The CWS-1 gathers the weather information, performs all required
analog to digital conversation, formats
a complete string of serial data, and
sends the data every 2- 1
2
/
seconds.
Unique software filtering and analog
calibration signal insures a stable and
reliable weather presentation. This
design allows the CWS-1 to be located
close to the weather instruments with
only two wires to the display chassis.
For additional information, write to
Computer Video Systems, Inc., Suite 7,
3575 South, West Temple, Salt Lake
City, Utah 84115.

Edutron Previews
Video Time Base Correctors

H

ETERODYNE PROCESSORS, MODULATORS,
and DEMODULATORS—from sub-band through
super-band.

Full performance in half the space at surprisingly
low prices. Send or call for our new brochure
giving complete specifications and prices.
Today's best value in headend electronics is
Phasecom's 2000 Series—and that's "no nonsense."

Edutron has introduced the ccd-16h
video time base corrector that has
adjustable blanking widths and also
stretches the active video to eliminate
the black border effect. The vertical
video picture can be stretched up to
four horizontal lines. Utilizing the
latest digital technology prevents any
visual distortion. The ccd-16h has afull
sixteen line window of correction,
allowing it to track even the most
severe distortions. This unit uses both
horizontal and vertical enhancement
to give a well-defined, sharp picture.
Coring the enhancement frequencies
before adding them back to the luminance gives a sharp picture without
causing additional noise normally
associated with enhancement.
The new ccd-2h video time base
corrector is ideal for all heterodyne
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UNITED STATES TOWER COMPANIES GIVE YOU

PRICE PERFORMANCE PLUS!
We've been in business successfully
more than 30 years because we're unequalled in:

PRICE: The first way we're going to
get your attention is the kind of investment you have to make. Our success speaks for itself because the fact
is we give you more for your money.
Our superior new SAT FLEC Ill
series 4 and 5 meter aluminum/fiberglass dishes priced at $3,800 and with
FREE
DUAL
FEED ANTENNA
$6,300 respectively can put you in
satellite programming immediately!

PERFORMANCE:

Once your

USTC earth station is up to our specs,
you can almost forget it. From unique
super rigid aluminum construction for
durability and coated with a fiberglass reflective surface for performance to an individually designed concrete foundation, the USTC installation is there to stay and perform flawlessly in any conditions. Our performance record speaks for itself!

PLUS:

Our experience

can

provide

quality in any phase of your operations from planning to turn-on. We'll
turn-key your project if you need it.
Our superior LNA prower supplies,
receivers,

short-time

construction

turnaround and monitoring after turnon provide big advantages you can
count

on

with

USTC!

PLUS

our

turn-key service gives you confidence
that your quality USTC equipment

All new SAT FLEC Series III aluminum/fiberglass 4 meter dish with
FREE Electronic self-rotation polarization for just $3,800! Dual feed 5
meter precision SAT FLEC Ill for
just $6,300!

will be ready on schedule and budget.

DISCOVER PRICE PERFORMANCE
PLUS AT USTC IN:
•Towers 20' to 600'
•4, 5, and 6 meter receive satellite dishes.
•Superior LNA power supplies.
Towers 20

to 600'

Power Supplies & Receivers

•Quality craftmanship and construction.
•30 years of professional pride and
experience.
CALL TODAY: 918-257-4257

United States Tower Company / P.O. Drawer "S" / Afton, Oklahoma 74331

VTR studios. This unit features noise
reduction, image enhancement, sys-

standards and can be used as a master
sync generator, back-up unit, or sec-

tem gen -lock, and awindow of correc-

ondary source. The ccd-VP will gen -

tion of two horizontal lines. The ccd-2h

lock to incoming video, black burst, or
external subcarrier and sync. The

uses the latest technology in chargecouple-device analog memory. The
blanking widths on the processed

processing amplifier adds new sync,
burst and blanking to the incoming
video. Front panel controls are video

video are adjustable along with the
sync and subcarrier timing. A white
and a black clipper are standard while
an advanced servo-controlled sync
and phased subcarrier are available to

Automated Systems

drive the VTR. The ccd-2h can reduce
chrominance noise up to 10 dB and
reduce the luminance noise up to 7dB.
It uses both horizontal and vertical
enhancement to give a well-defined,
sharp picture without causing additional noise.
Also introduced was Edutron's ccdVP video processor, intended for use
on any one volt composite video
signal.

Typical

applications for the

ccd-VP would be following any VTR,
TBC, camera, microwave or satellite
receiving station. It is acombination of
a broadcast standard sync generator,
processing amplifier, video image
enhancer and noise reducer. The gen lock sync generator meets RS-170A

presentations, comes in two models:
the 0-111/S for single channel display,
and the 0-111/D for dual channel
display. Some standard features of the
Q-III include: an electronic keyboard
with choice of keyboard programs,
either the KP-3 multi-row display or the
KP-4 one-row crawl display; 20 character sizes—selectable by row; 85-row
flexible internal memory; choice of
character font style; automatic page
sequencing of zero to 45 seconds;
crawl through static display; color
graphic separators; RAM memory with

VERY
TEMPERATURE
STABLE

Electro Service N V .Kleine Nieuvvendiik 40. B 2800 Micnelen

circuits; and requires a rack mounting

Additional Q-III program display options available include three RAM
memory options, which allow for
expansion within the chassis to accommodate larger keyboard program
memory requirements—up to 369
rows. Three news service program
options enabling the Q-III to be formatted to display any news service, any
data or teletype service, and the NYSE
Ticker Service are available. Also,
several weather display programs are
available. The weather displays range
from asimple one-row current temper-

CAN EQUIPMENT REPAIRS
*LINE & DISTR. AMPLIFIERS

*FAST TURNAROUND

*FIELD STRENGTH METERS

*QUALITY WORKMANSHIP

*HEADEND & CCTV GEAR

*REASONABLE RATES

All units checked to meet manufacturers spec's.
90 days unconditional warranty from shipping date.

901 SOUTH AVE., HORSEHEADS. N.Y. 14845 PHONE 607-739-3844
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battery and charger; digital

48 hours burn in period before final test.

ATTENUATION
VALUE
STAMPED IN
THE METAL

Montreai. Quebec

built-in

space of 19 inches wide by 5-1/4inches high and 24 inches deep.

¡RC ELECTRONICS,INC.

CANADA 1118U. Electroline TV Equipment

well, Georgia 30075, (404) 992-1626.

based systems. The Q-III Billboard'
system for automated weather, news
service and local keyboard entry

LRC Attenuator Pads are available in values of 3, 6, 10 and
20 db with an accuracy of 5% or + .5 db.
The specified frequency Range is 5 to 300 MHz.
75 ohms impedance in and out.
A 20 db minimum return loss.
Lab quality performance engineered and built by LRC, The
Innovators.

AVAILABLE IN EUROPE THRU

the ccd-VP uses both

clock; 365-day automatic calendar;
EIA RS-170 sync generator and video

ONE PIECE
( CONSTRUCTION
(
NO LOOSE NUT)

(ACTUAL /
SIZE)
/
COMPACT

degradation,

combing and coring.
For further information, contact
Edutron, 25 Oak Street, Suite 1, Ros-

Highlighting System Concepts'
exhibit were several microcomputer

Five Reasons
for Choosing the
LRC Attenuator Pad
SOLID BRASS
JACKET

gain, chroma gain, set up and hue. To
achieve a maximum amount of noise
reduction without causing any picture

Belgium

ALSO AVAILABLE
"MODIFICATION KITS
EMERGENCY SERVICE
*CASH DISCOUNTS
*FIELD SERVICE
*FCC COMPLIANCE TESTS
There is much more,
just call us collect for complete information.

VideoTech
Service Inc.
CATV

-

MATV - CCTV

4505-0 W. ROSECRANS AVENUE
HAWTHORNE, CALIFORNIA 90250

213-675-3266

ature to afull page of weather information.

new charge-coupled-device memory
matches the performance of RAM

Another microcomputer based information display system on exhibit

systems at a significantly lower cost.

was the Merchandiser. The Q-VI/M
Merchandiser is a full function, studio
teleproduction graphic titler with
internal modifications to drive and
control a digital cassette mass-memory system. Features include: over 400

New Studio Quality
Video Link from Valtec

pages per cassette; 24 character size
selection; choice of character font;
192-row flexible internal memory;

fiberoptic video link. Via this system,
broadcast studios, surveillance sys-

automatic random page sequencing

tems, and other applications requiring
high resolution television signals can

EIA RS-170 sync-lock and downstream
video matte; and RAM memory. Two
models are available, the Q-VI/M
Merchandiser l" and the Q-VI/M Merchandiser ll.

For more information, contact System Concepts at 395 Ironwood Drive,
Salt Lake City, Utah 84115, (801) 4863833.

for convenient, speedy installation and
has expansion provisions for doubling
the unit's video, voice and data capacity.

At the NCTA show, Valtec Corporation announced a new multi-media

and duration timing; crawl through
static display; full editing functions;

For more input, contact TeleMation,
Inc., P.O. Box 15068, Salt Lake City,
Utah 84115, (801) 972-8000.

realize studio quality video over distances up to three kilometers. The VS100 is acompletely modular video link
costing less than $4,000. Both trans-

Expandable to six modules, the

easily-removable cards may be mixed
or matched in any combination to
contain two video, voice and data
channels; three video-voice combinations; or simply six video boards as
might be found in security installations. All video link connections are
totally pre-engineered and interfacecompatible with existing EIA RS-170

supply, along with individual video,
voice and data cards. The new Valtec
video link is 19-inch rack mountable

standards.
For more on Valtec's complete
product line, contact Valtec Corporation, 99 Hartwell Street, West Boylston,
Massachusetts 01583, (617) 835-6082.

Video Aids Features
Genlock Sync Generator

cally return to internal mode; the
helical position provides a wide range
of lock for video inputs of low stability,

mitter and receiver contain a power

Video Aids Corporation of Colorado
featured its model 5000 NTSC color
genlock sync generator at the Las
Vegas convention. The unit's color
burst is held to plus and minus 5Hz to a
long term duration of 180 days, while
short term is less than one hertz per
second change with internal xtal. The
unit meets all NTSC/RS 170 specifications. The MOS/LSI technology im-

such as helical recorders; and the
internal position provides an internal
reference of NTSC stability.
Acditional products displayed by
Video Aids included its electro optical
isolators, which convert standard Sony
Trinitron" color receivers into a high
quality color monitor and/or demodulator while still retaining the receiver
function. Also on display was Video
Aids' Party Line system. An intercom

proves reliability by drastically reduc-

amplifier for audio intercommunication between any points needing two-

exhibit

ing parts. All output pulse widths are
digitally controlled to eliminate drift
from temperature and aging. There are
three modes of operation: the auto-

were the company's Programatic 4000
22-channel cable character generator,
TDF-1 digital noise filter, and a com-

stability, or when external composite
video is absent, the unit will automati-

TeleMation Shows Noise
Filter, Character Generator
Highlighting

TeleMation's

positor-videographics control device.
The company's newly introduced
TDF-1 digital noise filter uses the latest
industry sampling standard and stateof-the-art memory components to
improve the signal-to-noise ratio of

matic position genlocks with NTSC

Tapes from
The Video Tape Company
Products offered by The Video Tape

way headphone-microphone type interconnect.
For additional details, contact Video
Aids Corporation of Colorado, 325
East 7th Street, Loveland, Colorado
80537, (303) 667-3301.

in either A- or B-wind with recording
times of 34, 66 and 96 minutes; and The
Video Tape Company's own VTC UCA /
43
inch videocassettes, with seven available recording times from five to 60

television signals — in some cases by

Company include one-half-inch VTC

as much as 18 dB — on an element-byelement basis. The unit is especially
useful for SNR improvement of multi-

reel-to-reel tapes, in 5-Ye-inch and 7inch reel sizes; one-half-inch VHS cassettes, available with recording times

generation videotapes, ENG material

of 30/60, 60/120 and 120/240 minutes;

inch U videocassettes, with ten and 20
minute recording times. The VTC 1000
master broadcast video tape is avail-

and microwave/satellite feeds. A fourtimes-subcarrier sampling rate de-

minutes; plus the VTC UCS mini /
4 3

one-half-inch Beta cassettes, with re-

able with four recording times.

livers greater bandwidth and resolution than competitive systems using a

cording times of 30/60, 60/120 and 90/
180 minutes; 3
4 -inch U cassettes, with
/
either 30 or 60 minute recording times;

Video Tape Company, 10545 Burbank
Blva., N. Hollywood, California 91602,

three-times-subcarrier rate, while the

one-inch super highband video tapes,

(213) 985-1666.

For more information, contact The
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MISCELLANEOUS
Cadco Previews
NOAA Weather Converter
Cadco, Inc.'s exhibit displayed an
array of products including UHF and

tenance points on the device.

control situations such as news-splitting,

For more information, write to the
Ditch Witch Division of The Charles
Machine Works, Inc., P.O. Box 66,
Perry, Oklahoma 73077.

VHF antennas, preamplifiers, processors, FM equalizer Yagi antennas,
weather monitors, civil emergency
alerting system and line extenders.
Of special interest was Cadco's new
NOAA weather converter. This device
has a low noise figure, and is crystal
controlled, receiver tuned to accept
the NOAA continuous weather cast
broadcast of 162.400 MHz, 162.475
MHz or 162.550 MHz. Gain control is
± 15 dB and conversion gain is 40-45
dB. Input and output impedance is 75
ohms, and the power is 115 V AC ±15 V
AC.
For more data, contact Cadco, Inc.,
2706 National Circle, Garland, Texas,
(214) 271-3651.

Carlton Features Porta Mole
Carlton International Manufacturing Corporation presented its high
ly reliable Porta Mole underground
boring system. This device can bore a
2- 1
/
4-inch hole under adouble driveway
(16-18 feet) in 40 seconds and can
ream up to six inches (or more with
special reamers). Porta Mole operates
at ground level, has an amazingly fast
set up time, and is light weight.
For more on Porta Mole, call or write
Carlton International Manufacturing
Corporation, 1509 Central Park Drive,
Hurst, Texas 76053, (817) 284-5144.

Ditch Witch
Offers Three Trenchers
Ditch Witch offers two compact C
trench models, C77 and C99 (34-1/2
inches wide and 91 inches long) that
work in areas too confined for larger
machines, yet with the designed strength
capability to perform along with larger

sized its Flexi-Kim and Flexicaster systems. The Flexi-Kim is a keyboard

2200, 18 HP class trencher. Quick
access covers rapidly expose main60 C-ED July '79

tional memory capability and program
versatility to Flexi-Kim channels.

COMM elifIN

interface module set that uses printed
circuit cards, designed to plug into all

FREE PUPPIES 277-2391

standard MSI character generators
and provide 112 lines of memory
together with outstanding display
flexibility. The system enables the
operator to tailor alphanumeric presentations on a line-by-line or pageby-page basis from the keyboard fit to
individual requirements.
The Flexicaster, MSI's latest version
of microcomputer memory controllers,
is used in applications requiring more
memory than 112 lines provided by
Flexi-Kim and for more sophisticated

Protective
Devices from T.R. Pitts

POOOLE/MALTESE MIX
NINE

WEEKS

OLD

NOAA WEATHER FORECAST CRAWL (--AR 9
TEMP
48*
WINOS
14-27 MPH
OARO
30 05/
RAIN TODAY 0 06

TIME A 10 - 4320
HI
48* LO
34*
FROM NE
HUM10171 45".
MONTH
1 84"

For further information, contact
MSI Television, 4788 South State
Street, Salt Lake
(801) 262-8475.

City,

Utah

84107,

of the equipment, preventing any type

Two featured products on display at
the T.R. Pitts Company exhibit were
the Zerust vapor capsules from Northern Instruments Corporation and the
Pultech low profile pedestals.
The Zerust vapor capsules, especially designed to protect electronics,
are inexpensive protection devices
which simply mount in the line equipment. The unit comes with a self-stick
strip for mounting ease and works by
vapor release to get into the total area

UEC Offers Two Aerial Devices

of oxidation. The capsulescome in two
popular sizes, and larger units for
storage problems are also available.
The Pultech low profile pedestals
are total environment climate control
chambers for cable protection. The
units are available in seven popular
sizes with customized lengths also obtainable. The pedestals utilize rugged
fiberglass construction, with large
housing chambers.
For additional details, contact T.R.
Pitts, P.O. Box 57, Winona, Minnesota
55987, (507) 452-2629.

automatically off of the vehicle's

Manufacturering Company include the

alternator.
The Skyvan aerial lift utilizes a
bridge-mount main support frame

Skyjacker" and Skyvan aerial lifts. The

consisting of four relatively small

The

newest offerings from

on lawns or unimproved terrain. A standard 20,000-pound test digging chain
parallels those used on many larger tren-

industrial engine is available.
Ditch Witch also offers its model

channels. The Flexicaster works directly with Flexi-Kim to provide addi-

MSI Television's exhibit empha-

Skyjacker', when operated

and a choice of a 7or 9HP, air-cooled,

can be used equally well as a standalone single channel memory addition
or to provide data and control for up to
eight separate character generator

"Flexis"
Receive MSI Emphasis

units. High flotation, bar lug tires provide the flotation and traction to work

chers. These models are fully propelled at a comfortable walking speed,

Data Guide applications and nonduplication switching control. The unit

UEC

by one

legs-3-1/2 inches by 3-1/2 inches—

man, is designed to perform 90 percent

thus eliminating the center pedestal

of light duty aerial maintenance jobs. It

support and freeing additional cargo
space. The unit is equipped for a 33-

has a working height of 32 feet and
standard side reach of 14 feet. The
basket has a 300 pound

foot working height with aside reach of
19 feet, 6 inches, mountable on a8,500

capacity and optional hydraulic or
electric tool circuits available. The unit

GVWR van.
For more input on the Skyvan or

mounts on vehicles with 8,600 GVWR
chassis or larger, and utilizes a combination electric/hydraulic system

Skyjacker, contact UEC Manufactur-

powered by batteries that charge

3479.

fiberglass

ing Company, P.O. Box 18879, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, 73154, (405) 528-

w
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Serving our customers/friends
with newly expanded facilities.

Cable TV Supply Company
855 Industrial Highway, Unit # 10
Cinnaminson, New Jersey 08077
(609) 829-0100
toll free (800) 257-7245
Cable TV Supply Company
2307 McAllister Road
Houston, Texas 77092
(713) 681-6141
toll free (800) 231-8220

ewes ae.
*gram

-1 >%irima

lum

OUR NEW
HEADQUARTERS:
Cable TV Supply Company
5933 Bowcroft Street
Los Angeles, CA 90016
(213) 204-4440
toll free (800) 421-4692

ib"

Make your move to
Cable TV Supply.

Cable TV Supply Company
5327 Dividend Drive
Decatur, Georgia 30035
(404) 981-9220
toll free (800) 241-0828
Cable TV Supply Company
502 Winthrop
Addision, IL 60101
(312) 543-9800
toll free (800) 323-1785

The Sy

5 METER SATELLITE TVRO ANTENNA
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

MODEL 807-6-5M

ECONOMICAL
LIGHTWEIGHT
LOW SHIPPING VOLUME
HIGH-EFFICIENCY PERFORMANCE
ADJUSTABLE ELEVAT1ON/ASIMUTH MOUNT
PRIME FOCUS BUTTON-HOOK FEED SYSTEM
32-25 LOG 0 PATTERN
RAPID INSTALLATION AND PERFORMANCE VERIFICATION

•

Designed specifically to meet the growing demands for small, economical antenna
systems for the television receive only and
special application of satellite communication earth terminals, Comtech Data's Model
807-6-5M antenna system offers aunique
combination of high efficiency, performance levels, compact design allowing ease
of installation.
Comtech Data's TVRO system is adualpolarized prime focus feed system. When
coupled with the RCV-450F fixed tuned
video receiver or the RCV-450A agile video
receiver this is THE SYSTEM.

SATELLITE EARTH STATION VIDEO FIXED TUNED RECEIVER (450E)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

FULL 500 MHZ RF BAND TUNING CAPABILITY
FULL AND HALF TRANSPONDER VIDEO OPERATION
FREQUENCY CHANGE IN LESS THAN 1MINUTE
COMPUTER RF TO VIDEO AND PROGRAM AUDIO IN ONE UNIT
INCORPORATED POWER SUPPLY FOR LNA
THRESHOLD AT 8 DB Ci N
EIA AND CCIR COMPATIBLE
ALL CONTROLS ON FRONT PANEL

•

rJ

SATELLITE EARTH STATION VIDEO AGILE RECEIVER (450A)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

••••••••/.111« ,,»

SINGLE CONTROL TUNING
FULL 500 MHZ RF BAND TUNING CAPABILITY
INFINITE FREQUENCY RESOLUTION
FULL AND HALF TRANSPONDER VIDEO OPERATION
NO CRYSTAL OR FILTER REPLACEMENT REQUIRED FOR RETUNING
LOCAL OR REMOTE TUNING CAPABILITY
COMPLETE RF TO VIDEO AND PROGRAM AUDIO IN ONE UNIT
INCORPORATED POWER SUPPLY FOR LNA
THRESHOLD AT 8 DB C/N
EIA AND CCIR COMPATIBLE
FAULT REPORTING UPON LOSS OF CARRIER
ALL CONTROLS ON FRONT PANEL
REMOTE CARRIER LEVEL OUTPUT

SERIES RCV-450F

e iMw
;

•

SERIES RCV-450A

Co
ata Corporati
Re presb.

United

Communications, LTD.

1-800448-9101111.11.110sPresent

Comtech Data Video Systems Division, 613 S. Rockford Drive, Tempe. AZ

85281, 602-968-7756.

Wholly owned subsidiary of Comtech Telecommunications, Inc.

1-416-495-1030.

Satellites

Carter Attends NCTA Convention
Via Satellite
By Toni Barnett, Managing Editor

O

n Wednesday, May 23rd, the CATV
industry demonstrated another

technological "first." President Carter

spoke to National Cable Television
Association delegates in Las Vegas,
Nevada, via a two-way satellite teleconference. At the end of Carter's
address, the convention delegates
asked the President questions in atwoway question and answer session.
Additionally, the two-way conference
was delivered to cable systems, via the
RCA Satcom I, that retransmitted the
conference to approximately 13 million cable homes via some 1,500 earth
stations.
Tom Dowden had the original idea
of doing a two-way feed with the
President. However, it was the NCTA
who initiated the invitation.

Doug Dittrick and Bob Schmidt during the two-way transmission with
President Carter.
Robert Luff, NCTA's vice president
of engineering was told by NCTA
executive vice president Tom Wheeler,

two weeks prior to "D-Day," that the
President had been invited to the con(Cont'd on page 69)

The CR1

gives you aradiation alert.
• If you have no radiation the CR-1 is quiet.
When asignal from the ST-1C transmitter is
detected the alert lights flash and the audio
tone is heard. The complete CR -1

and

ST-1C system is only $495.00, and it is a
time saver.

Write or Call Today
MSC
MID STATE
Communications
174 South First Ave.
Beech Grove, Indiana 46203
(317) 787-9426

Inc.

THIS IS THETA-COM'S
MDS CONVERTER
MODEL No. TCC-1

SPECIFICATIONS
Frequency — In
— Out
Gain

2.1-2.2 GHz
Any VHF Channels 2-13
30 dB Min.

Noise Figure
Temp. Range

5.5 dB
-40 to

Output Test Point
Max Output Level
Min Input Level

-20 dB
.55 dBmV
-56 dBm for 45 dB C/N

Operating Voltage
Housing
Mounting

25 VAC
Aluminum
Mast or Tower using standard

Dimensions

Stainless Hose Clamps
3"x 6"x 8"WxDxH

4

140 degrees F

THIS IS NO

1:017Tv'TER

ASK
ABOUT 0
LOW PRICE!
THETA-CO
Represented in Canada by Comm-Plex Electronics, LTD.
Theta•Com: 2960 Grand, Phoenix, Arizona 85017,
P.O. Box 27548, 85061, (602) 252-5021, (800) 528-406 •
1WX. 910-951-1399
Toucan Corp: 2446 N. Shadeland, Indianapolis,
indiana 46219, (317) 357-8781, MIX: 810-341-3184

Montreal
8390 Mayrand
Montreal, P.O. H4P 2E1
Phone (514) 341-7440
Telex: 05-826795

Toronto
1585 Britannia Road East
Suite B-8
Mississauga, Ontario L4W 24
Phone (416) 675-2964
Telex: 06-085594

Vancouver
5349 Imperial St.,
Burnaby, B.C. V5J 1E5
Phone (604) 437-6122
Telex: 04-354878

(Cont'd from page 63)
vention. Since he couldn't come in

the Whle House.

person, NCTA offered the possibility of
a live video transmission. Luff was also

operated transmission facilities at the

provided its transportable satellite

Las Vegas Convention Center, receiv-

station to uplink the television signal of

Scientific-Atlanta, Atlanta, Georgia,

ing the west-bound signal from Satcom
l's transponder 20. The company

told that he was the person selected by
NCTA to put this project together.
"Nobody told me to use satellites,"
Luff told C-ED. "I could have gone
AT&T. In fact, that method was a very
clear front-runner. It would cost NCTA
less money to do the project in-house,"
emphasized Luff, than pay AT&T
rates. So, Imade the decision to go
satellites."
The session originated from the
Map Room of the White House and a
meeting room at the convention center.
Production and transmission of the
President's address and the questionand-answer session from Las Vegas
were handled totally by cable television industry firms.
Western Tele -Communications,
Inc. of Denver, Colorado provided its
transportable satellite station [see
cover] to uplink the television signal of
the President from the White House, to
the convention delegates, and also to
Home Box Office in New York City.
WTCI's five-meter portable earth station was placed on the south lawn of

COULD You REALLY
MAKE TWICE A5 MANY
AMPLI FlEr COMPONENTS
IF YOU DIDN'T TÉSTM
So MUCH

Ted Turner volunteered to transmit the composite feed to the Atlanta market.

OWN THE BEST..

egrCUMN
FOR YOUR AUTOMATED SERVICES
•CUSTOMER PREFERRED
•OPERATOR PROGRAMMABLE

MAY8E NOT TW1C A$ mANY,
BUT IT TAKE5 ALoT of pmE
To ;00% TE5T /ILL Rf
PA PAneu-R5 .TeMPf-MTURF
CYCL_ING_I8-Hoill BUM -MI
AND BATCIi5AA1PliNG LF5

TE5r5 TAKE PAE 1700

•MOST FLEXIBLE
•UNIQUE DISPLAY FORMATS
•PLUG-IN EXPANSION
•MAXIMUM VALUE FOR
DOLLAR COST
•OPERATOR ALLOCATED
MEMORY

Video Data Systems
1!

the best components for CATV amplifiers
come from TRWRF SEMICOIVDUCTORS

... IN TOUCH WITH THE FUTURE
VIDEO DATA SYSTEMS, corporate office, New York, NY 1516-231-44001;
VIDEO DATA SYSTEMS, National Sales, Salt Lake City, UT 1801-363-040e
International Sales, ADCOM ELECTRONICS, LTD., Ontario, Canada
1416-251-33551; CATEC AG LUZERN, Luzern, Switzerland (041-22 66-101.
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the President from the White House, to
the convention delegates in Las Vegas,
and also to HBO in New York City.
President Carter viewed the convention floor proceedings, produced
by Cox Cable Communications' Mission Cable TV, in San Diego, California,

on an east-bound signal transmitted by
Scientific-Atlanta's earth station. It

was really the person on-the-scene in
charge of video transmission. Com-

was Cox' recommendation, with Luff's
approval, that they hire John Long,
formerly with Mission Cable. Long has

mented Luff, "He's the person Idepended on 100 percent for pulling it

started Sunset Productions, his own
independent produc:ion company. He

together out there."
Long stated, "Even with the formidable logistics involved in accomplishing this technical feat, the entire
conference went beautifully and significantly demonstrated the impact and
flexibility of point-to-point television
communications by satellite."
In addition to the point-to-point
two-way video conference between
Las Vegas and the White House, the
video feed was carried nationally on a
simultaneous basis by HBO, Showtime, the Christian Broadcasting Network and WTCG in Atlanta.
The uplink at the White House was
to transponder 20 and the Las Vegas
uplink was to transponder 22, both on
Satcom I. Frequency coordination on
the White House grounds for the
transportable uplink was tight. This

Sunset Productions helped produce the convention floor proceedings.

AD INDEX
Arvin/CATV Systems
Brad Cable Electronics, Inc
Broadband Engineering, Inc
Cable TV Supply Company
Cerro Communications Products
Comm/Scope Co.
Comtech Data Corporation
Delta-Benco-Cascade
Eagle Comtronics, Inc
Gardiner Communications
General Cable Corporation
Hamlin U.S.A., Inc.
Home Box Office
Hughes Aircraft Company
LAC Electronics, Inc.
Mercantile Manufacturing Company, Inc.
Microtime
Mid State Communications, Inc
Oak Industries, Inc
PhaseCom Corporation
Powervision, Inc.
RCA
RMS Electronics, Inc
Sadelco, Inc.
Satellite Communication Systems, Inc
Sawyer Industries
Scientific-Atlanta
Scientific Communications, Inc.
TEST., Inc.
Texscan Corp
Theta-Corn CATV
Times Wire & Cable
Triple Crown Electronics, Inc
TRW -RF Semiconductors
U.S. Tower Company
Video Data Systems
Videotech Service, Inc
Vitek Electronics, Inc
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was because frequency coordination
cleared for uplinking to transponder
20, but receiving on transponders 22
and 24, required blockage from trees
and buildings on the White House
grounds.

'
CROWN
• TRIPLE
ELECTRONICS INC.

..

MODEL HE-P SIGNAL PROCESSOR
The HE Series of processors and modulators
was designed to meet todays needs of small
systems for high quality processing and
adjacent channel loading at an economical
price. All frequency conversions are crystal
controlled and have IF accessibility. Input
signal range: baseband or 5-900 MHz.
Output signal range 5-300 MHz.

Write or call: 42, RACINE ROAD,
REXDALE, ONTARIO, M9W 2Z3.
Tel. (416) 743-1481
We specialize in being active!
f

RCA's

Vernon

Valley,

New

York

facility picked up both signals from
Washington, D.C. and Las Vegas, and
transmitted them to HBO Productions
in New York City. There, the two
signals were switched and mixed into a
composite program to be distributed to
cable television subscribers nationwide. The composite signal was fed
back to the Vernon Valley facility for
transmission to Satcom l's transponder 24.
Luff stressed, "Sid Topol of ScientificAtlanta and Tom Dowden were prime
examples of companys that made a
substantiai commitment to make this
thing go. it was not a trivial effort on
their part." Luff added, "WTCI also
made asubstantial contribution, as did
HBO. There were a number of other
entities involved — Ted Turner himself.
He actually volunteered to take the
composite feed and transmit it live to
the Atlanta market." That feed was
picked up automatically by Turner's
normal satellite distribution arrangement and simulcast on the channel 17

Monitoring equipment inside of Scientific-Atlanta's van,
located next to S-A's transportable satellite station.
WTCI's transportable uplink arrived
on the White House grounds Monday

a few hours and a transmission test
with Las Vegas was successfully run

morning, May 21. Set-up required only

that afternoon.

satellite feed. In addition, PTL, CBN,
Showtime and Modern Cable Programming also transmitted the conference.

SADELCOS super
PORTA-BRIDGE II
5-300 MHz

Measure return loss and VSWR
without an oscilloscope.
Also gain, loss, amplifier response,
splitters, filters and cables.

BRIDGE BALANCE: 40 dB

AMP

SPLITTER

FSM
BAND PASS

Model PB Il
Available at major CATV distributors

WHITE NOISE

BATTERY
COMPARTMENT

Sadelco, INC.

75 West Forest Ave , Englewood, N J 07631 (201) 569-3323

General representative for Europe:
Catec AG Luzern/Switzerland, Habsburgerstr 22
Tel. 041-41-75-50 Telex TELFI 78168
IN CANADA: Comm-Plex Electronics Ltd
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GENERATOR---.-

TAP

MODULE

5-300MHZ
PORTA-BRIDGE II
CABLE
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Cable Programming for August
Signal

Day Start/Stop

C-SPAN
(times approx.)

Alert
Times

Satellite/
Transponders

12 pm-6 (6:30) pm
No
(Mon., Tues., & Fri.)
10 am-6:30 (7:30) pm
(Wed. & Thurs.)

F1, #9

6:30 pm-7:30 pm
No
(Mon., Tues., & Thurs.)

F1, #9

CBN

24 hrs.

F1, #8

HBO (East)

No

Schedule unavailable No
at press time.

Front Row

2:30 pm-2:30 am

1

6 pm-1:02 am

Before & after

F1, #24

5:30 pm-2:49 am
6 pm-1:24 am

programming &
promos.

F1, #22
Fl, #23

(Back-up)

4
5

3:30 pm-1:45 am
2:30 pm-12:59 am

6
7
8

6:30 pm-1:57 am
5:30 pm-2:34 am
3:30 pm-2:32 am

12

3 pm-1:28 am
5:30 pm-1:18 am#21

13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

29

HTN

5:30 pm-12:53 am
6:30 pm-I:34 am
5 pm-3:19 am

No

2-4 hrs per day

No

F1, #1

KTVU

7 am-1 am

No

F1, #1

(weekdays)
7 am-4 am
(weekends)

No

F1, #22

7 am-12 pm
(weekends)

Newstime

24 hrs.

No (tones only
for local adv.)

F1, #6

Nickelodeon

10 am-11 pm
(weekdays)
9 am-11 pm
(weekends)

No

F1, #11

PTL

24 hrs.

No

F1, #2

Reuters

Not in use yet.

No

will use
F1, #18

7 am-10 am
(everyday)

Yes

F1, #1
F1, #21
F1

,

Showtime

Schedule unavailable 1minute before
at press time,
and after
programming.

SIN

2:30 pm-1 am
(weekdays)
4 pm-12 am
(Sat.)
11 am-11:15 pm
(Sun.)

Star Channel

9:30 am-2:20 am

Trinity (KTBN)

24 hrs.

No

FI, #14

WGN

5:42 am-3 (3:30) am
(Mon.-Thurs.)
24 hrs. Sat. & Sun.
Ends 3 am on Sun.

No

FI, #3

WOR

6:30 am-1:30 am

WTCG

24 hrs.

No

FI, #12

Westar II,
#7

F1, #5

F1, #2I

KPIX (time permitting)

E = eastern
C = central
M = mountain
P = pacific

(weekdays)

5:30 pm-1 am
6 pm-1:05 am

8 pm-10 (11) pm

F1, #9

(Sunday)

5:30 pm-12:48 am

5:30 pm-1:19 am

No

7 am-8 pm
(Mon.-Sat.)
7 am-11 pm

5 pm-1:29 am
6 pm-2:28 am
2:30 pm-2:30 am
3:30 pm-1:32 am

12 pm-5 pm

Programs

SPN

5 pm-2:02 am
2 pm-2:27 am
3 pm-2 am
6 pm-1:58 am

25
26
27
28
30
31

Fl, #20

6 pm-1:30 am
6 pm-1:17 am
6 pm-12:58 am

24

Alert Satellite/
Times Transponders

Schedule unavailable

Modern Cable

E,C F1, #I2
P.M F1, #10

2
3

9
10
11

Start/Stop

F1, #16

(West)
(TAKE-2)

6:30 pm-1:27 am
6 pm-2:44 am
5 pm-2:04 am

MSG Sports

Day

at press time.

Callope

Fanfare

Signal

FI, #17

No

F1, #6

All program times are listed for the eastern time zone, unless otherwise noted.

When it comes to gas expanded polyethylene cable,
our Cerrofoam GXX© offers it all. Extra low loss. 10%
lower than first generation gas injected cable — with an
excellent array of physical properties. Controlled
adhesion. For both effective moisture resistance and
an easy to strip dielectric to facilitate connector
installation. And the dielectric has memory to hold its
shape even under the roughest kind of handling or
environmental conditions. Plus there's full utilization of
the 5-300 MHz range.
Cerrofoam GXXID. An effective way to lower overall
system costs — and still maintain high reliability and
performance standards.
When you have aproblem. We get involved.

Write for free sample and data

CERRO
COMMUNICATION
PRODUCTS
111
rift

COAXIAL CABLE/RF DEVICES

Member of the Mermor Group

Halls Mill Road, Freehold, New Jersey 07728• (201) 462-8700

See our card on page 16.

Employment Oppt.

LOOKING FOR QUALIFIED JOB APPLICANTS
OR A NEW POSITION?
We are an employer paid personnel agency maintaining data on hundreds of positions and
personnel available nationally in the cable TV, pay, MDS, STV, radio and television industries.
Confidential services. Send for free "Top Job Candidates" and "Job Opportunities" bulletins.
Licensed: California Bureau of Employment Agencies. Member: California Employment
Association and the National Association of Personnel Consultants. Also ask about our temporary
help (sales, sales management, installation and construction personnel) programs.

CM i

Research, Brokerage,
Marketing and Personnel
Placement Services.
Established 1971

DISPATCHER
Dispatcher will: communicate with vehicle
fleet, respond to subscriber reception problems, maintain inside building security, monitor/log all TV/FM services, make operational
adjustments to electronic equipment. Must
like people and have pleasing telephone
style. Evening shift. Call Cindie, Liz or Cherie
at (315) 471-1317.
Syracuse Cable Systems
500 So. Salina St.
Syracuse, NY 13202
Equal Opportunity Employer
M/F/HC

Help Wanted

CHIEF TECHNICIAN—
MANAGER
Chief technician-manager needed for 60
mile system in El Dorado, Kansas,
starting construction in mid-June.
Duties include supervision and training
of all personnel and supervision of plant
construction and maintenance. After
construction is completed assume full
management responsibilities of system.
Salary commensurate with experience.
Call (913) 841-2100 or send resume to:
John Dennis
644 New Hampshire Street
Lawrence, KS 66044

COMMUNICATIONS MARKETING, INC.
PERSONNEL SERVICE
2326 Tampa Ave., El Cajon, Ca 92020 (714) 461-7891

CABLE TV OPENINGS
DISTRICT PLANT MANAGER—CHIEF
TECHNICIAN—MAINTENANCE TECHNICIANS—LINEMEN—INSTALLERS:
Permanent positions available. Detail,
thoroughness, consistency and craftsmenship are a must.
These positions are immediately available
in Lower Delaware and on the Eastern
Shore of Mayrland. Apply to:
GENERAL TELEVISION, INC.
Attn: J. A. DiBacco
P.O. Box 911
Salisbury, Maryland 21801

C-ED
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Immediate openings available in Lawrence, Kansas and Fort Collins, Colorado. FCC license desirable but not
mandatory. Qualified applicants should
have solid technical experience in cable
and proven supervisory ability. We offer
growth potential and attractive compensation and benefits package. Call (913)
841-2100 or send resume to:
John Dennis
644 New Hampshire Street
Lawrence, KS 66044

GENERAL TELEVISION, INC.
A Service of Storer Broadcasting Company

OPERATIONS MANAGER

"An Equal Opportunity Employer"

To manage a400 mile 17,500 subscriber
system and 32 man crew in a tropical
paradise. Real opportunity for a
technical manager ready to advance to
decision making management. Top pay,
contract for 2 or more years if desired.
Write:

MANAGER TECHNICIANS
INSTALLERS
A rapidly expanding MS0 based in
Texas needs qualified individuals. Positions opening on acontinuing basis from
coast to coast. Our employees know of
this ad. Reply in confidence to C-ED Box
0779-1.

Lee M. Holmes, President
Guam Cable TV
530 West O'Brien Drive
Agana, Guam 96910

*VICE PRESIDENT -ENGINEERING
GROUND FLOOR OPPORTUNITY
WITH A
FAST GROWING COMPANY

WEHCO VIDEO, INC.

Make the
best seller list.
Classified ads that work.

CHIEF TECHNICIAN—
ENGINEER

EXCELLENT COMPENSATION PACKAGE
MSO EXPERIENCE DESIRABLE
SEND RESUME IN STRICTEST CONFIDENCE
ED HOPPERTO
EXEC. V.P.
P.O. BOX 2221 LITTLE ROCK AR. 72203 (501) 378-3464

Classifieds

CHIEF ENGINEER
Position open at ARTEC (Arlington
TeleCommunications Corp.) for a chief
engineer experienced in large system
operations:
• 2-way system. Maintenance.
• FCC system performance tests.
• Microwave/AML.
• 35 channel headend. Maintenance.
• TVRO's.
Must also be strong in personnel
management with good leadership
qualities. Salary commensurate with
capabilities and experience. Also
included is a liberal benefits package.
Contact:
Roger D. Pience
Director of Engineering
ARTEC
(703) 841-7722

CONTRACT INSTALLERS

KATEK, INC.
"The Converter People"
Jerrold authorized service center.
Hamlin authorized service center.

Locally-owned CATV company building a
2,000 mile modern two-way system.

134 Wood Ave.
Middlesex, NJ 08846
(201) 356-8940

James B. Wright, Engineering Manager or
Barbara Berquist
Calvert TeleCommunications
7148 Embassador Road
Baltimore, MD 21207
(301) 298-5200
Equal Opportunity Employer

MATRIX IS LOOKING FOR
A FEW GOOD MEN
WE REQUIRE
• Craftsmanship a must
• Quality oriented cable techs
"not engineers"
• Ability to work without direct
supervision
• Ability to work with staff and
customers
• Immediate availability
WE OFFER
• Top wages
• Full benefits
• Rapid growth opportunities for
"can-do" people
POSITION OPEN IN
• Tennessee
• Kentucky
• Virginia
• Illinois
CALL COLLECT—DO NOT WRITE
(615) 790-6800
Ask for Cathy LaLonde
or Tommy Tompson

(RE

Professional Directory

Fast Turn-Around
Quality Work
Guaranteed Repairs

Positions available include: line technicians, bench technicians, headend technicians and some supervisory positions.
Ground floor opportunities and excellent
benefits. Call or write:

TO

Herb Jackson
Cable Tech Services, Inc.
802 Brown Building
Austin, TX 78701
512-478-1476

BALTIMORE COUNTY,
MARYLAND

Needed: EXPERIENCED technicians.

SUBSCRIBE

Needed in Texas and must have own tools
and truck. Contact:

Business Directory

•Amps
•Cable
•Connectors
•Components
•Drop Mati
•Hardware
•Passives
•Traps
•Switehers
•Stamd-by
Power
•Sweep Gear
•Test Gear

Hawthorne, CA 90250
(213) 675-3266

Call (717) 263-8258 or
(717) 264-5884

Blonder Tongue
Broadband Engineering
CCS Hatfield
Control Technology
EEG Enterprises
Intercept Corp.
Insulation Systems
LRC Electronics
Multiplier Industries
Vitek

• Fast Turnaround
• Quality Workmanship
• Reasonable Rates

VIDEOTECH SERVICE INC.

P.O. Box 444
Chambersburg, Pa.
17201

Manufacturers Represented:

• Line & Distr. Amplifiers
• Field Strength Meters
• Headend & CCTV Gear

4505-D W. Rosecrans Avenue

MANUFACTURERS'
REPRESENTATIVES
'".

filega ttrt ;*airs

CATV EQUIPMENT REPAIRS

All repairs are
unconditionally guaranteed.
For more information call collect

JERRY CONN
ASSOCIATES,
INC.

STEVEN W. GROSSMAN
DIRECTOR OF MARKETING
3501 S Corona, P0 Box 2001
Englewood, Colorado 80110
303-761-3304
800-525-8388

RONALD C. COTTEN & ASSOCIATES
Professional Engineers
ENGINEERING MANAGEMENT AND CONSULTATION
Phone: 303-770-4175
5726 S. Jamaica Way

Englewood, Colorado 80110
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New Literature from George-Ingraham, Inc.
A 28-page catalog of underground telephone and utility products which
includes all types of fittings, adapters, couplings for PVC, concrete, asbestos
cement, fiber, clay tile or wood ducts, both solid and split, is available from
George-Ingraham, Inc. Also included is a complete line of duct rods, rodding
tools and accessories and cable pulling equipment. Straight sections of
fiberglass and all types of PVC duct, as well as bends and sweeps, are
cataloged.
For a copy of this catalog, contact George-Ingraham, Inc., P.O. Box 106,
Morristown, New Jersey 07960, (201) 267-8934.

Digital storage oscilloscope bulletin
from Gould.

Digital Storage Oscilloscopes Subject of New Gould Bulletin
Two digital storage oscilloscopes, designed for flicker-free and fade-free
viewing of long-term events and transients, are described in new literature
from Gould. The six-page illustrated bulletin explains the advantage of digital
signal storage and provides specifications of two portable dual trace models—
the Gould 0S4000 and 0S4100.
For a free copy of Bulletin 449-5 contact Marketing Services, Gould Inc.,
Instruments Division, 3631 Perkins Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio 44114, (216)
361-3315.
New Brochure on Nonmetallic,
Non-conducting Tower Guys from Philadelphia Resins
A new brochure from Philadelphia Resins Corporation explains ten major
advantages of Phillystran®, nonmetallic, non-conducting tower guys for radio
and TV broadcasters and for CATV and other signal-reception applications.
In addition to dielectric integrity—which eliminates the problems of whitenoise arching and electromagnetic interference (EMI)—these new corrosionresistant tower guys combine high strength, light weight and inherent
flexibility for installation ease.
For tower installations where extreme corrosion of steel guys and EMI are
especially severe problems, the new Phillystran® guys will eliminate those
problems and, on an installed-cost comparison, be very competitive with
conventional metal guys.
For a copy of the Phillystran® brochure, contact Philadelphia Resins
Corporation, 20 Commerce Drive, Montgomeryville, Pennsylvania
18936, (215) 855-8450.

New Phillystran® brochure from Philadelphia Resins.

The MCC-3000 Convertor:
35 Trouble-Free Channels
•Exclusive Slide Switch •No need for band switching
•Remote control channel selection •Illuminated
channel selector •Low profile. decorator-styled
case • Advanced design backed by 12 years
of market-tested reliability
•

0

USA, Inc.
Western Regional Office

128 S W 153rd Street Seattle WA 98166 (206) 246-9330

Eastern Regional Office

1534 Dunwoody Village Parkway, Suite 212
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Atlanta, GA 30338 (404) 394-5949

CableVisgon offers you.
News

re

Play Ball!
It's Sports
On Cable

The most up to date news about
legal and regulatory decisions.

Programming

Reviews of original pay/basic programming by noted critic John Alfred
Avant.

Business

Companies' latest developments and
ventures.
Cable and the Sports Industry
Major League Game of the
Week comes to cable.

Data Financial Reports

Building cable systems has
never had abigger boom.
How and why in this issue.

How cable television performs in the
market each week.

Marketing

Latest reports on the marketing of
industry goods and services.

Features

Each edition contains at least one
major feature story about current
issues that make this business tick..
The Appeal of Access
lAislue•ut Votleo Mao In Day
In nee Supreme Court

Cable chalks up another
legal victory. But many cable
operators are still turned on
to access programming.

One of Wall Street's most
knowledgeable electronic
media analysts predicts cable
is recession proof.

MPA A

President
Jack
Valenti

Loa hang into the

Subscribe Today.

Eye el the

Jack Valenti talks about 1976
copyright agreement: retransmission consent and the
relationship between cable
and the Motion Picture
Assoc. of America.

See our Subscription
cards on page 14.

People
* James P. Duffy has been named
national sales manager for Magnavox
CATV Systems, announced Allen J.
Lipp, general sales manager. Duffy
most recently served Magnavox as
manager-systems design. He came to
Magnavox last year after serving with
Jerrold Electronics Corporation for ten
years as asupervisor in CATV systems
design and applications engineering.
In his new position, he will direct the
national activities of Magnavox field
sales personnel, based in or near
Atlanta, Dallas, Philadelphia, Providence, Denver, Los Angeles, San
Francisco, Seattle, Chicago, Kansas
City, and Syracuse.

equipment. Lawrence joined Lenco in
August 1975 as sales manager, and
was instrumental in establishing the
company's regional sales and distribution organization.
* SOAR Corporation, Ronkonkoma,
New York, has honored two of its sales
representatives for their outstanding
service during 1978. McLaughlin Marketing, Inc., Edmonds, Washington,
and K & M Sales Company, Shawnee
Mission, Kansas, were cited by Steven
Cohen, president of SOAR, for exceeding their sales goals in 1978 for the
entire line of SOAR's portable and
bench-type multimeters. Cohen also
indicated that both of these firms will
be handling SOAR's new line of frequency counters and clamp-on ammeters.
* Elizabeth Sauter has been named
sales administrator—professional products, of Sharp Electronics Corporation. In her new position, Sauter will
report directly to Robert Garbutt,
manager of professional products and
will be responsible for sales administration for both professional video and
audio visual products. Sauter has been
with the professional products department for two years. Before working at
Sharp Electronics, she held the position of office manager for an area
manufacturer.

James P. Duffy
* Richard N. Lawrence has been
named general manager of Lenco, Inc.,
Electronics Division, announced Lenco President Andrew E. Perrin. In his
new position, Lawrence will be responsible for all activities of the
division, which is a primary manufacturer of video terminal and test

well International, Microelectronics
Division; Hughes Connecting Devices;
and Connecticut Telephone and Electric Company.

Philip J. Thomas
* Gregory Morris has been appointed
national sales engineer for Radiometer
Electronics' complete line of audio,
communication and component test
equipment. Morris will be responsible
for regional representatives and national account sales throughout the
United States with special emphasis on
Radiometer Electronics' testing systems for high quality stereo equipment. Prior to joining Radiometer
Electronics in 1978, Mr. Morris developed an extensive background in
marketing and technical services with
Hickok Electrical Instrument Company and Gould, Inc., Instrument
Systems Division.

Elizabeth Sauter

Richard N. Lawrence
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* Philip J. Thomas, former chief
design engineer for Circuit Assembly
Corporation, Costa Mesa, California,
has been named product design specialist for rectangular connectors at
ITT Cannon Electric, Santa Ana, California. Thomas has held engineering
management assignments with Rock-

Gregory Morris

The Double Eagle System

Positive and Negative Trapping
for Double Security
Security As Good As Gold

J

Now there is away to scramble both
video and audio and double your
security, too! The Double Eagle System
combines the effectiveness of both the
Eagle 2-DF Positive Descrambler and
2-NF Negative Trap to create the twotiered security you need.

Cost Effective,
Profitably Efficient
Combine the low cost of the Double Eagle
System with the increased revenues it
will create and you have doubled the
reasons to give us acall. We would like to
tell you how the Double Eagle System
can be as good as gold for you.

_se‘_

MOLE

COMTRONICS INC.
7841 West River Road, Baldwinsville, New York 13027
(315) 638-2586

See our card on page 66.
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